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Overview
Why This Book?
ExpressionEngine from EllisLab is a very powerful content management system that's
been around for a few years now and has thousands of users. However, what's been
missing is a cohesive book or series of tutorials on building a complete site using
ExpressionEngine (EE).
After seeing a number of requests in the support forums for such a tool, I started a series
on my weblog called "Building an ExpressionEngine Site." The series comprises 17
chapters, and took roughly five months to publish end to end – with segments getting
completed in between client work and life as we know it.
This book is a re-purposing of that series, keeping the same overall build approach and
structure but different in the following ways:
•

The sample site is assembled on its own (rather than as part of Boyink.com)
which allowed me to organize the templates better.

•

The Weblog names are semantic and simpler.

•

Image paths are simpler

•

I've added dozens of screen captures to make processes clearer.

•

EE variable names, EE tags, and HTML appear in more complete form

•

The content has been revised and edited for clarity and accuracy.

Who Is This Book For?
This book was written for someone who is already familiar with building web sites using
(X)HTML and CSS, and is just new to ExpressionEngine.
If you aren’t comfortable editing CSS selectors, using div tags, or don’t know how to use
the W3C CSS and (X)HTML validators then this tutorial series may not be for you. A
good share of the issues I’ve worked through with people using this series are straight
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HTML or CSS related - missing div tags, extra spaces in CSS files, etc. So the more
comfortable and experienced you are at solving those problems, the easier it will be to
make the jump to ExpressionEngine.
And of course, the more you've already explored the existing ExpressionEngine resources
such as the support forums, the knowledge base, and the wiki, etc., the easier time you'll
have grokking the code and build approach in this book.

So What's the Plan?
In this book we'll take a free CSS site template and work through the process of bringing
it into ExpressionEngine from start to finish. I’m planning on a typical, genericized
small-business site architecture of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home
About
Products
Services
Weblog
Contact
Search

Please do not use any of the default templates that install with ExpressionEngine as your
basis for the templates in this book. Nothing against them - they just have some
advanced features that make it hard to use them as a simple starting point. I also think
the practice of using a static, non-EE template is closer to how many EE sites get
developed.

Details and Conventions
•

The code is from a sample site I've built locally, using a WAMP setup.

•

The book assumes you are using a commercial copy ExpressionEngine 1.6.1.
Most of the book will work with EE core however.

•

Each code template appears in the following format:
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Template Name (in the format of template group name/template name)

Sample code
Sample code
Sample code

Name and location of template in Companion Files (if available)

•

If you've purchased the digital version of this book, I'd suggest using the
companion files as the source for any copy/pasting you do into EE, as the chance
of getting any odd characters is minimal to none.

A Note Before You Begin
The EE integration approach used in this book should be viewed as "one way to do it" –
not necessarily the "only" way. ExpressionEngine is incredibly flexible, and there are
always at least a couple of different ways to implement the same thing. What I tried to
do in this book was demonstrate a good way to build out a small business website, using
a simple/clean approach favoring native EE functionality, while also showing some of
what I feel are good foundational coding practices that will set you up well for learning
more advanced techniques later on.
Make sense? No? No worries, there is help/support available. Flip to the last page in the
book for the details.
Yes? Cool.
Let's get to it.
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Chapter 1
Loading a Static Template and Stylesheet
In this first chapter, we download the template files and bring the HTML and CSS into
ExpressionEngine, getting EE to serve up the static template.
Download the Template
This tutorial series will be using the free website template found on the web at:
http://www.free-css-templates.com/preview/greenbusiness/
The zip file containing the template images, HTML and CSS code can be found at:
http://www.free-css-templates.com/downloads/44/greenbusiness.zip
Download and unzip the template archive onto your local hard drive. Got it? Good.

Upload the Template Images
Now you’ll need to figure out where on the server you want to put the images. Using an
FTP client, make a directory on the server.
For this tutorial I’ve created a new subdirectory in the default EE images directory – so
my images are at: site root/images/interface/. I uploaded all the images from the template
archive there.

Edit Image to Add the Site URL Variable
OK - now to the CSS file. I’m picky - I don’t like my CSS statements all on one line as
it’s tough to scan and modify the file. I went through the CSS for this template and put in
all the carriage returns and tabs using TopStylePro. I know there are more automated
ways to do this, but I like doing it manually as it helps me get familiar with the CSS and
look for any trouble spots like content with fixed heights.
Regardless of how you like your CSS formatted, you will need to edit the paths to any
images. My standard approach is to give them a complete path, but using the {site_url}
variable for the root so that it changes when my site goes from its temporary URL to the
final live URL.
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{site_url}, unless you’ve specified otherwise in your EE path.php file, takes it’s value
from the homepage setting under CP Home > Admin > System Preferences > General
Configuration.
I use the Find and Replace function in TopStylePro, and in this case changed image paths
from:
images/topbg.jpg

to
{site_url}images/interface/topbg.jpg

Note that there is a fully updated stylesheet in the companion files at
Chapter_1/updated_stylesheet.css

Create a Main Template Group
In this tutorial I want to use a Template Group called “site” to hold the site index
template, the CSS template, and some other templates.
You’ll note, however, that EE installs with a group by that name already. You can
choose to do two things with the default site Template Group – delete it or rename it.
I don’t recommend deleting the default group, however – especially if you are new to EE.
The default templates – even though we don’t really want them for this tutorial - are great
examples to save for picking apart in the future. The templates are available on
ExpressionEngine.com, however, so if you want to delete them now and need them later
you can always re-download them. To delete the entire default site group, just select it in
the left column and click Delete Group in the middle column.
To rename them – the option I suggest – select the site Template Group in the left column
and click Edit Group. I usually rename the group to “zz_site” so that alphabetically it
will sort to the bottom of the Templates interface. Enter your new name and click
Update.
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Figure 1.1: Clicking Edit Group to Rename a Template Group

Figure 1.2: Entering a New Template Group Name

Create a CSS Template
We can now start to load up that new Template Group with templates. The first one we’ll
put there is the stylesheet for the site:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select the site Template Group in the left column.
Click New Template in the center column.
Give it a name (I’ve called mine “stylesheet").
Set the Template Type to “CSS Stylesheet.”
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5. Click Submit.

Figure 1.3: Creating a CSS Template

Copy/Paste In the CSS Code
Now you’ll have a new empty template. Click the new template name to edit it, and
copy/paste in the CSS code that you edited earlier. Save the template by clicking
Update.

Turn on Template Revision History
EE will save revisions of your templates as you make changes. This is a great feature
that will save your hide at some point – it’s just a matter of when. It’s not enabled by
default, however, so let’s get it turned on:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click the Templates tab in the Control Panel.
Click Global Template Preferences.
Check Save Template Revisions to Yes.
Choose the number of revisions you want to keep (I usually keep 10).
Click Update.
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Figure 1.4: Finding Global Template Preferences

Figure 1.5: Turning on Template Revisioning

Edit Image Paths in HTML
OK - now for updating the HTML file that came with the template you downloaded.
You’ll need to edit the image paths in the HTML to reflect the folder structure we’ve
created for EE, and to include the {site_url} variable.
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They’ll need to change from this form:
images/img2.gif

to this form:
{site_url}images/interface/img2.gif

Loading the HTML into EE
Once you have the images paths edited in your template’s HTML file, it is now ready to
bring into EE as a new template.
Since EE will create a blank “index” template anytime you create a new Template Group,
we can just use the existing index template in the new site Template Group.
Click the index template title to edit it, and copy/paste in the index.html from your edited
HTML file. Click Update.

Edit the CSS Link in the HTML File
There is one more thing to do in order to have EE serving up our static HTML and CSS and that’s to edit the link to the CSS file in the HTML.
In the HTML, the default link is:
<link rel="stylesheet" href="stylesheet.css" type="text/css" />

This needs to change to the EE style of link:
<link rel='stylesheet' type='text/css' media='screen'
href='{stylesheet=site/stylesheet}' />

If you’ve used different names for either the Template Group or the stylesheet template
name, you’ll need to make sure the path after the “href stylesheet” reflects those changes.
(Note: There is an updated HTML file available in the Companion Files,
chapter_1/updated_index.html.)
Once you’ve recoded the link, click Update to save the template.
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I’ve had some feedback that the single quotes mentioned here weren’t working and had
to be replaced by double quotes, IE:
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" media="screen"
href="{stylesheet=site/stylesheet}” />

So if you have issues with content not getting styled, that might be one thing to try.

The Results
If you’re still in the template editing screen you can now click View Rendered Template.
You should—barring any typos in your path statements - get the static HTML and CSS as
served up by EE.
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Figure 1.6: The Downloaded Template as Rendered by ExpressionEngine
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Chapter 2
Chunking up the Main Template into a Collection
of Embedded Templates

In this chapter we start what I’ve been calling the “chunking up” of the template, where
we take chunks of the HTML code from the master template, save them off as embedded
EE templates, and add the embed code back to the master EE template.

Why Embedded Templates?
For those new to ExpressionEngine and embedding templates, you might first want to
peruse the help documentation on embedded templates (although that page doesn’t talk
much about the benefits of embedding templates):
http://expressionengine.com/docs/templates/embedding_templates.html
The overall goal of the chunking up process is to only store common/reusable elements in
one place in EE - both for ease of constructing the site and ease of future changes or
maintenance.
This way when you want to add a new section to your site and need to add it to the main
navigation, you only need make that change in one EE template. Since that template is
embedded into the rest of the site, your change is immediately reflected across the entire
site. If you have experience with server includes, it’s a very similar design approach.

What to Embed?
Before delving into the code, though, we should step back and take a look at the current
page and what we’re intending to do. Sometimes I can get carried away with the
chunking up and end up with a site that’s more complex than it needs to be. The big
question is what elements (both from a visual and coding perspective) would benefit from
being embedded? Starting visually, the obvious candidates are anything that’s sure to be
repeated as we move through the site:
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•
•
•
•

The company name / logo
The main navigation
The search box
The footer

We can add the Latest News and Latest Products blocks to that list—as we can then
promote them on multiple pages throughout the site. The Register Now box is interesting
- but the way it’s positioned in the middle of other content will make it difficult to
embed. Let's just lose that box as there will be no need for it on this site.
Looking at the source code on the HTML, we’ll also grab the HTML header including
meta tags, the link to the stylesheet, and page title. I know—the page title needs to be
different with each page. In a future chapter I’ll show you how to keep the page title
stored in the embedded template, but also have each page get a unique title.

Chunking Plan
Note: In the companion files for chapter 2 you’ll find a copy of the index HTML with
comments added to denote where the code will be chunked up. It's at:
chapter_2/index_chunking_guide.html
If you open the companion file in a text or HTML editor and peruse the code, you’ll note
the large amount of content that isn’t being pulled out and embedded. That’s the core
content of the page and, in the next chapter of this series, will get pulled out of the
template and stored in an EE weblog.
I’m sure different EE developers do this differently. I prefer to keep the skeleton of the
page’s essential structure in the parent template. I don’t like having <div> tags getting
opened in one template and closed in another as it has made it hard to track down mismatches or validation errors.

Create a New Template Group
I like to keep all my embedded templates in their own group, so that my main groups
hold the parent templates. Here are the steps:
•

Enter the EE Control Panel.

•

Click Templates tab.
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•

Click Create a New Template Group button on the upper right portion of the
screen.

•

Choose a name. I’ve called mine “embeds”.

•

Click Submit.

On to the Chunking!
I like to do this step incrementally - so my basic workflow is:
•

With the full index template open, copy the section of code I want to embed.

•

Create a new template in my “embeds” group.

•

Choose None- Create an Empty Template option, name the template, and click
Submit.

•

Click on the new template title to edit it.

•

Paste in the section of code.

•

Adjust any formatting.

•

Click Update.

•

Don’t leave this screen just yet - up in the title area just over the editable text area
EE provides the name of the template along with the Template Group name - for
example; “embeds/html_header”.

•

Select and copy this to the clipboard.

•

Return to the master site/index template in edit mode.

•

Select the same portion of code that you copied earlier.

•

Do a paste, so that chunk of code is replaced with the name and Template Group
of your new embedded template - again the example "embeds/html_header".

•

Add the EE embedding code, so "embeds/html_header" becomes
{embed="embeds/html_header"}.
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•

Save the master template by clicking Update.

•

Click View Rendered Template button to ensure that the master template remains
unchanged visually. Sometimes I’ve grabbed one line of code too many or too
little and this is where I catch those mistakes.

•

Repeat the above process for each section of code in the chunking plan file.

After Chunking
You should have an "embeds" Template Group with the following templates:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

footer
html_header
latest_news
latest_products
logo_title
main_nav
search_section_intros

There are text versions of each of these templates in the companion files – they are at:
Chapter_2/embeds.
You should now also have a drastically simplified site/index template, with all the
repeatable elements pulled out and embedded back in. Here's what I have:
Template Name: site/index

{embed="embeds/html_header"}
<body>
<div id="content">
{embed="embeds/logo_title"}
{embed="embeds/main_nav"}
{embed="embeds/search_section_intros"}
<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="embeds/latest_news"}
{embed="embeds/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
<h2 class="underline">Abous us</h2>
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<img src="{site_url}/images/interface/img.jpg"
alt="image" />
<p><strong>Lorem ipsum dolor</strong> sit amet,
consectetuer adipiscing elit. Morbi elementum, ipsum nec auctor
condimentum, magna odio aliquet elit, non bibendum lorem ligula at
nisi. Proin sapien. In hac <a href="#" title="">habitasse platea
dictumst</a>. Nunc non magna. Duis pharetra laoreet dolor. Mauris
tristique interdum turpis. Praesent sed pede. Aenean porttitor ultrices
tortor. Aenean a purus. Praesent eu sapien.</p>
<p>Nulla posuere, sapien sit amet euismod
suscipit, magna diam sodales magna, nec semper eros tortor et nulla.
Nunc nec mauris. Aenean tincidunt. Nam sem. Etiam quis justo. Donec
pellentesque pellentesque tellus. <strong>Integer bibendum</strong>
massa sed diam. In in elit. Ut blandit arcu sed ligula. Aenean
interdum. Suspendisse adipiscing suscipit nisl. In non leo et justo
posuere placerat. In tincidunt cursus turpis. Maecenas suscipit tempor
ante. Vestibulum pretium aliquam metus.</p>
<blockquote><p class="mpnull">Sapien sit amet
euismod suscipit, magna diam sodales magna, nec semper eros tortor et
nulla. Nunc nec mauris. Aenean tincidunt. Nam sem. Etiam quis justo.
Donec pellentesque pellentesque tellus. <strong>Integer
bibendum</strong> massa sed diam. In in elit.</p></blockquote>
<p>Nulla posuere, sapien sit amet euismod
suscipit, magna diam sodales magna, nec semper eros tortor et nulla.
Nunc nec mauris. Aenean tincidunt. Nam sem. Etiam quis justo. Donec
pellentesque pellentesque tellus. <strong>Integer bibendum</strong>
massa sed diam. </p>
<div class="textbox">
<h2><a href="#" title="">Register
now!</a></h2>
<p>Nulla posuere, sapien sit amet euismod
suscipit, magna diam sodales magna, nec semper eros tortor et nulla.
Nunc nec mauris.</p>
<p>Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetuer adipiscing elit. Morbi <a href="#" title="">elementum</a>,
ipsum nec auctor condimentum, magna odio aliquet elit, non bibendum
lorem ligula at nisi. Proin sapien. In hac habitasse platea
dictumst.</p>
</div>
<h2>Our Assets</h2>
<p>In hac habitasse platea dictumst. Nunc non
magna. Duis pharetra laoreet dolor. Mauris tristique interdum turpis.
Praesent sed pede. Aenean porttitor ultrices tortor. Aenean a purus.
Praesent eu sapien.</p>
<p>In hac habitasse platea dictumst. Nunc non
magna. Duis pharetra laoreet dolor.</p>
<ul>
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<li>In hac <strong>habitasse</strong>
platea dictumst</li>
<li>Lorem ipsum dolor <a href="#"
title="">sit amet</a></li>
<li>habitasse platea dictumst</li>
<li>sapien sit amet euismod</li>
</ul>
</div><!-- close left side div -->
</div><!-- close main content div -->
{embed="embeds/footer"}
</div>
<!-- close content div -->
</body>
</html>

Companion File: Chapter_2/index_after_chunking.txt
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The Results
Once you have all these template changes made, you should be able to load the rendered
version of the site/index template and have it appear exactly as it did at the end of
Chapter 1.

Figure 2.1: Template Home Page Coming Together from Multiple EE Templates
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Chapter 3
Moving into the Index Template and Designing a
Data Structure

In this chapter we'll make a few coding tweaks to our site and make a plan for how to
implement the rest of the site content with a combination of EE weblogs, Category
Groups, and Field Groups.

Browser Title Bar
For now, we’ll edit this to just show a “root” title that shows our site name. In a future
chapter I’ll cover how to append a dynamic element onto the end of it for sections deeper
into the site.
For this step you'll need to edit the embeds/html_head template created in Chapter 2.
Currently it just has “Template1” in the <title> tags - I’m going to use an EE Standard
Global Variable called {site_name} instead.
You can view the complete documentation on this and other Global Variables at:
http://expressionengine.com/docs/templates/globals/single_variables.html
The contents of the {site_name} variable are initially specified during EE installation, but
are also set in your EE Control Panel under Admin > System Preferences > General
Configuration > Name of your site.
In my case I've specified this as "Building an ExpressionEngine Site".
Here's how the code looks now:
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Template Name: embeds/html_header

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xml:lang="en" lang="en">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html;charset=iso-8859-2"
/>
<meta name="author" content="free-css-templates.com" />
<link rel='stylesheet' type='text/css' media='screen'
href='{stylesheet=site/stylesheet}'>
<title>{site_name}</title>
</head>

Companion File: Chapter_3/embeds/html_header.txt

Make your changes, click Update and Finished, and refresh the template in your browser
to see changes.

Editing the Masthead
Now for some changes to the page itself – let's change out the site name and slogan.
Pretty simple here - in the embeds/logo_title template I’m going to again use the Global
Variable {site_name} in the <h1> tags, along with the {homepage} variable. Using these
two variables together will result in a link to the homepage of the site using the site name.
I'm also going to hardcode a slogan into the spanned text. Here's what my template looks
like now:
Template Name: embeds/logo_title

<div id="title">
<h1><span
class="green"><ahref="{homepage}">{site_name}</a></span></h1>
<span id="slogan">A Tutorial Series from Train-ee.com</span>
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</div>

Companion File: Chapter_3/embeds/logo_title.txt

Make your changes, click Update and Finished, and refresh the site/index template in
your browser to see the changes.
After making the site title in the masthead a link, I can see that now is one of those times
when the template will need its CSS tweaked, as evidently the creator didn’t think we’d
want the main name linked anywhere.
Again I’m going to assume you’re comfortable tweaking CSS and just try to stick to the
specifics of EE implementation here - you just need an entry in the CSS template that
covers a #title .green a element. I just copied the color values from the #title .green
declaration.
OK - with the site masthead edited to include our site name and a home page link, let’s
move down the page to the main navigation.

Tweaking Navigation
For my site I want main navigation of
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home
About
Products
Services
Weblog
Contact Us

So I need to edit the embeds/main_nav template. The template is a simple unordered
list—which I’m going to assume you are capable of editing to suit as well as I am. Since
we’re building the home page first, I’m also going to move the active class indicator from
“about” to “home". Also note that you can again use the EE Global Variable
{homepage} as the href value in the home page link.
Here's what my updated embeds/main_nav template code looks like:
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Template Name: embeds/main_nav

<div id="menu">
<div class="submit">
<ul>
<li><a class="selected" href="{homepage}"
><span>Home</span></a></li>
<li><a href="#"><span>About</span></a></li>
<li><a href="#"><span>Products</span></a></li>
<li><a href="#" ><span>Services</span></a></li>
<li><a href="#"><span>Weblog</span></a></li>
<li><a href="#"><span>Contact</span></a></li>
</ul>
</div>
</div>

Companion Files: Chapter_3/embeds/main_nav.txt

Make your changes to the main navigation, and click Update and Finished. Your results
should now show an updated browser title, mast head, and main navigation.

Developing a Data Structure
One natural next step right at this place would be to start implementing weblogs, fields,
and Category Groups to hold our content. That was my original intent, in fact, for this
chapter.
However, before making that move, let’s step back and think about the overall site data
structure. This is a point of confusion for many newcomers to ExpressionEngine - due at
least in part to how flexible EE is. This is a good time to read the Category or Weblog
entry in the EE Wiki if you haven’t already. It can be found at:
http://expressionengine.com/wiki/Category_or_Weblog/
In addition to the issues covered in that wiki post, another important one for me - since
I’m usually building EE-based sites for clients - is what structure is going to be most
understandable for them. Let’s work backwards through our main navigation and see
what the requirements of each section will be. The potential spot for client confusion will
come up as we get back to the Home and About sections:
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•

Contact Us. This will only require one template - no weblog, categories, or
custom fields needed.

•

Weblog. An obvious one—the weblog needs to be self-contained, needs a
discreet set of categories, and will need the typical title/body/extended text data
fields.

•

Services. Typically a services section will have multiple entries and a specific set
of categories. The field structure can be a simple title/page content structure. All
in all I think we’d be best served by creating another weblog to hold Services
content, with its own Category Group and custom Field Group.

•

Products. These may align with services by sharing the same categories, but
usually the content has more fields—for price, stock #, availability, etc. So let’s
go with another dedicated weblog and another custom field set, but look into
sharing a Category Group with Services so that we can show related Products
when viewing Services, and vice/versa.

•

About. This is where things get a bit fuzzy - some sites have a one-page About
section, with no categories and a simple title/page content field structure—very
similar to the requirements for the Home page.
One option is a shared weblog for the Home and About sections - an approach
I’ve used in the past. What I don’t like about that was how it became an exception
for content management while training the client.
With dedicated weblogs for all other site sections the publishing/editing process
was very straightforward - choose a section, publish or edit, and save. Sharing a
weblog added an extra step for maintaining the sections contained in that shared
weblog.
Based on that experience, I’ll now go with a dedicated weblog for the About
section—even if it only ever contains one post. The About section can share the
same title/page content custom Field Group as the Services section, and doesn’t
need categories.

•

Home. Same decision as the About section—dedicated weblog, no categories,
and will share a Field Group with Services and About.

So there’s our data structure requirements—five weblogs, two Category Groups, and
three custom Field Groups.
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I always end up adding one weblog to that structure for miscellaneous content—like site
footers, messages returned after searches with no results, and in this case specifically I’ll
use this weblog to hold the paragraph to the left of the search field. I think these would
work well as section overviews or customer testimonials and I would prefer they be
editable in weblog posts rather than hardcoded into templates.

The Results
After implementing the template changes in this chapter your home page should load
with an updated title, tagline, and main navigation:

Figure 3.1: Updated Title, Tagline, and Main Navigation
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Chapter 4
Implementing a Weblog and Custom Field Group to
Hold Home Page Content

In this chapter we start developing our data structure by implementing the Home Page
Weblog with a Simple Content custom Field Group. Then we’ll pull the content that we
want editable out of the template, post it into the weblog, then add the necessary EE tags
back to the Home page to get ExpressionEngine to pull the content from the new weblog.

Creating the Homepage Weblog
•

In the EE Control Panel, click the Admin tab, then Weblog Administration (in the
left column), then Weblog Management.

•

Click the Create a New Weblog button in the upper right corner of your screen.
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Figure 4.1: Creating the New Home Weblog

•

Fill in the Full Weblog Name and Short Name fields. I’ve called mine “Home”
and “home,” respectively. The Full Weblog Name is what will show in the
Control Panel under Publish and Edit, and the Short Name is what you will use as
a parameter when setting up EE tags. I usually keep the Full Name and Short
Name as close as possible as it makes it easier to remember when coding.

•

For now, just accept the default settings on the rest of the options here, and click
Submit.

Creating a Simple Content Custom Field Group
Now that we have a weblog, we need to create and assign a new Field Group to it. As we
determined in Chapter 3, the Home, About and Services section will all share a “Simple
Content” Field Group that has only the default (and required) title field, a URL title field,
and a catchall “page body” field. Here are the steps to create the new Field Group:
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•

In the EE Control Panel, click Admin tab, then Weblog Administration, then
Custom Weblog Fields.

•

Click the Create a NewWeblog Field Group button in the upper right corner of
your screen.

•

Name the Field Group. I’ve called mine Simple Content. The name isn’t a huge
deal - the only place you’ll use it is when assigning it to the weblog. Click
Submit.

•

EE will now flag you that you need to assign the Field Group to a weblog in order
to use it. For me, this always seems a bit out of sequence as I first want to create
fields within the group, then - once it’s fully created - assign it to the target
weblog. So that’s how I’m going to proceed.

Adding a Field to the New Field Group
New Field Groups will have only the Title and URL Title fields by default. Anything
else must be added.
You can reference the EE documentation for Custom Fields in addition to my steps
below. It can be found at:
http://expressionengine.com/docs/cp/admin/weblog_administration/custom_fields_edit.ht
ml
We need just one additional field, so here’s how to add it:
•

In the list of Field Groups showing below the warning, find the new group you
just created - again Simple Content in this tutorial - and click the (0) Add/Edit
Custom Fields.

•

On the next screen (where EE should be telling you that there are currently no
fields in this group) click the Create a New Custom Field button in the upper right
corner of your screen. Remember that EE will provide the Title and URL Title
fields by default, so we only need to create one more field.
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Figure 4.2: Creating the New page_body Field.

•

Enter the Field Name for the new field. I’m going to call mine “page_body”.
Keep in mind that the value you enter here is what you’ll use while coding your
templates.

•

Enter the Field Label. This is what will show on the Publish or Edit screens for
this weblog, so it should be more user-friendly. I’m going to specify “Page
Body” as my label.

•

Specify Field Instructions if you feel they are necessary. These will also show on
the Control Panel Publish or Edit screens, so this is a good place for text that will
help end-users know what to do, where this content gets used, size guidelines for
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images, etc.
•

Choose the Field Type. For this example we’ll want a textarea, as the content is
likely to be longer than a text field will allow. A textarea will also show more
content at a time in the Control Panel.

•

Choose the number of rows. This setting only changes how big the textarea is on
the Control Panel Publish and Edit screens - it doesn’t change how much content
the field will hold. I’m going to specify 20 rows.

•

The next setting is important: Default Text Formatting for This Field. The three
choices are XHTML, Auto <br />, and None, and these will control how EE
applies formatting to the content entered in this field. I find that I most often use
XHTML or None. For our current field, let’s stick with XHTML as then EE will
mark up the content entered with <p> tags, which is appropriate for our intended
use.

•

Let’s leave the formatting field set to Display Formatting Menu and keep Text
Direction at the default of Left to Right.

•

Since this field will likely hold an entire page’s worth of content, let’s take a step
to prevent users from publishing blank pages by choosing Yes to Is This a
Required Field?

•

The next option, Is Field Searchable?, is one that I tend to forget and have to
come back to. By default this is set to No; and, as a result, when implementing
the search engine I won’t get the results I expect. Let’s set this to Yes now so that
doesn’t happen.

•

The next setting, Show This Field by Default?, should also be set to Yes - so that
end users won’t have to expand it to enter or maintain the content while
Publishing or Editing

•

Field Display Order - this is valuable for Field Groups that have more than one
field. In this current case we can just leave this alone.

•

Click Submit to save your new custom field.

Assigning the New Custom Field Group to the New Weblog
Now that the Field Group is complete we have both a new weblog and a new Field
Group.
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They are not yet “connected” in EE, though; to do that we need to assign the new group
to the new weblog. Here’s how:
•

In the EE Control Panel, click the Admin tab, then Weblog Administration, then
Weblog Management.

•

On the next screen, find the name of your new weblog—“Home” in my case.
Click the Edit Groups link associated with it.

Figure 4.3: Clicking "Edit Groups" for the Home Weblog

•

There are three different groups that can be assigned to a weblog: category, status,
and field. This Home Weblog will not use categories, so leave Category Group
set to None. If Status Group shows None, click the drop-down and choose
Default Status Group (this tutorial won’t cover Status Groups specifically, but I
have had odd results when no Status Groups were assigned). In the Field Group
drop-down, choose the name of the new Field Group you created. For me this is
Simple Content.

Figure 4.4: Assigning the Default Status Group and Simple Content Field Group
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•

Click Update to save your changes.

You can verify that the new weblog and new Field Group are connected properly by
clicking Publish, then choosing your new weblog from the list. The entry screen should
load with a field structure of Title, URL Title, and Page Body. If not, run back through
the steps above for assigning the Field Group to the weblog.

Figure 4.5: The Publish Form for the Home Weblog

Pulling Content from the Template
With the weblog and Field Group setup and assigned, we are ready to move the main
content from its static form on the site/index template into weblog posts. Here’s how I’d
go about it:
•

Click the Templates tab and find your site/index template. Click its name to open
it for editing.

•

In our example template, the main page content starts under <div id="left_side">.
The <h2> tags will contain the title of our weblog post, so for the moment leave
that there. We want to select and cut all the code starting with the <img> tag,
down through the unordered list just above where the left_side div closes.

OK, hang on here. While I had originally planned that all this content would get put in
one weblog post, looking at the code and the way the <h2> tag is used again for the “Our
Assets” paragraph, I’ve decided that I’ll code the Home page to allow multiple posts, and
each post will be a section on the Home page with an <h2> title.
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This would allow a client to have a variable number of sections on the Home page, each
promoting a different aspect of the business. And it will prevent clients from having to
markup section headings with< h2> tags as the template will do this for them.
With that mid-stream decision made, let’s get back to the moving of the content.
•

As stated above, starting just below the first <h2> tag (include the <img> tag),
select down to just above the closing left_side div tag and cut out your selection.

•

Save changes to the template by clicking Update.

•

Tip - in this spot I’ll usually fire up a blank Notepad document (working on a PC)
and paste the text in from the clipboard. This will prevent losing it accidentally
when cutting/copying/pasting something else to the clipboard.

•

If you refresh the site/index template in your browser, you should have the About
Us header with an empty content area.

Putting Content into Weblog Posts
Let’s get our content into a couple of posts in our new Home Weblog:
•

Choose Publish, then Home.

•

Enter a title of something besides “About Us” --in a fit of sheer creativity, I’m
going to title my post “Welcome”.

•

Paste in the content that you cut from the template.

•

We don’t want the whole chunk of content from the template, however, so let's
take half of that back.

•

Find the <div class=“textbox”> in the middle of that block of text, above the “Our
Assets”<h2> tag.

•

Select from there to the end of the text and cut again – which should remove this
small chunk of code and put it back on the clipboard.

•

You should be leaving the image code and four paragraphs of text including the
<blockquote> in the Page Body field.
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•

We have the field formatting set to XHTML, so we need to pull out all the <p>
tags, otherwise we’ll get double tags on the rendered page. Pull them out of the
<blockquote> as well.

•

I’m going to re-format the CSS file to make it so <p class=“mpnull”> inside the
<blockquote> is unnecessary, as this would have to be assigned manually by a
client/user. I can use a #maincontent blockquote p declaration to apply the same
formatting as "mpnull" would to paragraphs inside a <blockquote>.

Your Page Body field should look like:

Figure 4.7: Publishing The Welcome Post

•

Once you have the <p> tags removed, save the entry by clicking Submit.

•

Now create an “Our Assets” entry by choosing again Publish, then Home.

•

Enter a title of “Our Assets,” then again paste in the code from your clipboard.

•

Let’s just lose the <div class="textbox"> altogether, leaving this post containing
the two paragraphs and the unordered list.

•

Remember again to remove all the <p> tags.
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•

Also, remove any spacing around the <ul> and <li> tags; make sure they are
flush-left with only one carriage return between them. Here's what it should look
like:

Figure 4.8: Publishing the Our Assets Post

Adding EE Tags to the Index Template
Still with me? This is a long chapter, I know. But we’re to the really fun part now—
putting the EE code into the template to get it to draw our content from the weblog.
We’re going to use the {exp:weblog:entries} tag, which is the one you really should get
familiar with first, as it’s the most common tag you’ll use while putting an EE-based site
together.
You should take the time to review the EE documentation for the {exp:weblog:entries}
tag. They can be found at:
http://expressionengine.com/docs/modules/weblog/weblog_entries.html

Here’s a text version of the final template. Take a look at the code and then we'll work
through what's going on:
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Template Name: site/index

{embed="embeds/html_header"}
<body>
<div id="content">
{embed="logo_title"}
{embed="embeds/main_nav"}
{embed="embeds/search_section_intros"}
<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="embeds/latest_news"}
{embed="embeds/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="home"
disable="categories|member_data|pagination|trackbacks" sort="asc" }
<h2 class="underline">{title}</h2>
{page_body}
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</div><!-- close left side div -->
</div><!-- close main content div -->
{embed="embeds/footer"}
</div>
<!-- close content div -->
</body>
</html>

Companion Files: Chapter_4/index.txt

OK – here is what's happening with the {exp:weblog:entries} tag:
•

Weblog parameter—since we want entries only from the Home Weblog, we need
to specify it. It’s just a good habit to always be specific about where you want to
pull content from.

•

Disable parameter - our template would still work without this parameter, but it’s
a good idea to get in the habit of turning off aspects of the {exp:weblog:entries}
tag that you don’t need. The more you can disable the better your performance
will be—see the EE documentation for more information on the disable tag. It
can be found at:
http://expressionengine.com/docs/general/caching.html#query_disabling
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•

Sort parameter - the {exp:weblog:entries} tag defaults to sorting by date in
“newest at the top” order (one of those times where it’s weblog roots does show).
Since we put in our “Welcome” post first, if we didn’t change the sort it would
have gone to the bottom of the page.

Whew! Quite a chapter—but definitely an important one. If you compare the source
code of our original HTML template to the text version of the current EE template you
can see we’ve come a long ways in integrating EE into the site design. The rendered
page is the same but the site/index template is vastly simplified and our content now
stored in a database for ease of updates.
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The Results
You should be able to load the Home page of your site and have it display the content
now coming dynamically from EE. The key here is that you want it to look exactly the
same when you refresh.

Figure 4.9: Home Page with Content Pulled from Home Weblog
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Chapter 5
Editing Content, Implementing a Miscellaneous
Content Weblog, and Embedded Variables

In this chapter we’ll do a few odds and ends - we’ll edit our content to get rid of the
“Greeking” and we’ll implement a Miscellaneous Content Weblog to store the text found
in the green area under the main navigation (and in the process, use one of the most
powerful EE features available).

Editing Content
No, this isn’t a step necessary to getting this site up and running on EE. At this point in
the process, however, I’m ready to see some visual changes to the rendered page to show
that it’s actually not the static HTML/CSS we started with. So let’s do some quick
content editing. In the EE Control Panel:
•

Click the Edit tab.

•

Either scan the list for your entries, or use the filtering and sorting controls that
EE provides to find your entries.

•

Click the entry Title to edit.

•

Change content to suit.

•

Click Quick Save to save your changes but remain in Edit mode.

•

Click Update to save your changes and get a preview of them.

•

I’m going to change out the template graphic for one of the EE linking buttons,
write a description of the project at hand, include some of the comments that
people have so graciously left, and change the “Our Assets” section to “Helpful
Links” with links to other EE sites.

•

Once your changes are saved, refresh the site in your browser.
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There - now we have a Home page with some “real” content. A small step, but it feels
good.
Except - now that I’m actually trying to read the page, I’m seeing how small that text
really is. I edited the CSS to bump up the size of the text in the main content area from
8px to 10px. I had to then size down the site title text, slogan text, the text in the green
header area, and the footer - and I note this CSS has fonts specified in pixels, percentages
and ems.

Miscellaneous Content Weblog
So this template has these sorta-cool, but sorta-odd paragraphs of text next to the search
box. It’s hard to know the designer’s intent here; was that text supposed to stay the same
throughout the site, be specific to each section, or be completely randomized and
independent?

Figure 5.1: Section Header Text

I know I don’t want just one blurb there over the whole site, so that’s out. Randomized
client testimonials would be cool - but the way this text is positioned over the green that
includes the main navigation it just feels like there should also be a semantic relationship
between them.
So we’ll need six little blurbs of text, and a way to relate them to the selected main
navigation. And these blurbs of text should be editable like any other content on the
page. To be editable they’ll need to be in weblog entries - but stuffing them into our
existing Home Weblog doesn’t make sense either as these will appear in other sections of
the site.
One perfectly valid option for implementing these would be creating a dedicated weblog
for them. However, if you look past these blurbs you’ll see other little “chunks” of
content that should be editable—the site footer text, the “no results found” message that
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comes up on empty searches, the confirmation message that appears after submitting the
Contact Us form, etc.
What I’ve gotten in the habit of doing on each EE site I work on is implementing a
Miscellaneous Content Weblog whose sole purpose is to hold all these little chunks of
content that I want clients to be able to edit. This has proven to be a handy little tool for
making the entire site client-maintainable.
So for these chunks of text we need to:
•

Create a new weblog.

•

Assign the existing Simple Content Field Group.

•

Publish an entry into the new weblog.

•

Modify EE templates to pull in the new content.

The Easy Stuff
We covered the specific steps for creating a new weblog in Chapter 4, so I’m not going to
repeat them here. Essentially I’m going to:
•

Create a new weblog with the Full Weblog Name of “Miscellaneous Content” and
the Short Name of “misc_content.”

•

Under the Edit Groups option for the new weblog, assign the Simple Content
Field Group.

•

Publish a new entry to the new weblog, with a Title of “Home Page” and a URL
Title of “home-page”. Note - the URL Title will be critical in the following steps.
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Figure 5.2: New Entry with URL Title of "home-page"

Modifying the Embedded Template
Now for the fun stuff. I’m going to introduce you to one of the most powerful features of
ExpressionEngine - Embedded Variables with embedded templates. You should review
the EE documentation around them; it's available at:
http://expressionengine.com/docs/templates/embedding_templates.html
Here’s why I want to use them: In Chapter 2 we “chunked up” the static HTML template
and now we have an embedded template that holds both the search box and these sectionoverview paragraphs of text to the left of the search box.
But wait—now we want the promotional text to change depending on what section of the
site we’re in. In other words, we have a common, shared template that needs to adapt
itself to the section of the site it’s being pulled into. You might be tempted to un-embed
it, and stick it back in the main templates so that it can be section-specific. That would
work, but wouldn’t be nearly as fun.
As we implement the other sections of the site and publish new entries in the
Miscellaneous Content Weblog to go with them, all the embedded templates will need to
know in order to be adaptable is which entry to pull for which section. We can tell the
embedded template which entry to pull by passing a value to it from the main template,
then using that passed-in value in the {exp:weblog:entries} tag in the embedded
template.
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I’m going to use the {url_title} as my Embedded Variable - you could also use
{entry_id}. {url_title} is more readable from a coding perspective, and easier to restore if
inadvertently deleted.
This concept may be a bit confusing; but, I think looking at the code will actually make it
clearer. We need to modify two templates - the site/index template, and the
embeds/search_section_intros template.

Modifying the Site/Index Template
Not a huge change here. In the code where we are embedding the search_section_intros
template, we need to add the variable name and value that we want to pass to the
embedded template. The code is currently:
{embed="embeds/search_section_intros"}

and it needs to change to:
{embed="embeds/search_section_intros" the_url_title="home-page"}

So my variable name is the_url_title, and the value is home-page. I got this value by
grabbing the URL Title that EE assigned my new Home page entry in the new
Miscellaneous Content Weblog.
URL Title Note
The separator used in URL titles could be either a dash or an underscore, depending on
how you've defined it under Admin > Weblog Administration > Global Weblog
Preferences > Word Separator for URL titles.
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So here then is what the updated site/index template looks like:
Template Name: site/index

{embed="embeds/html_header"}
<body>
<div id="content">
{embed="embeds/logo_title"}
{embed="embeds/main_nav"}
{embed="embeds/search_section_intros" the_url_title="homepage"}
<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="embeds/latest_news"}
{embed="embeds/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="home"
disable="categories|member_data|pagination|trackbacks" sort="asc" }
<h2 class="underline">{title}</h2>
{page_body}
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</div><!-- close left side div -->
</div><!-- close main content div -->
{embed="embeds/footer"}
</div>
<!-- close content div -->
</body>
</html>

Companion Files: Chapter_5/index.txt

Modifying the Embedded Template
We’ve got the site/index template “sending” the URL Title of the entry we want the
embedded template to pull. Now we need to code the embedded template to use that
variable in a {exp:weblog:entries} tag to pull the right content. I think this will be easier
if you take a look at the text version of the template and we can work through what’s
going on:
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Template Name: embeds/search_section_intros

<div id="subheader">
<div class="rside">
<div class="padding">
<div id="search">
<form action="#" method="get">
<p><input type="text" name="search"
size="20" maxlength="250" class="text" value="" />
<input type="submit" value=""
class="btn1" /></p>
</form>
</div>
</div>
</div>
<div class="lside">
<div class="padding">
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="misc_content" limit="1"
dynamic="off" disable="categories|trackbacks|member_data|pagination"
url_title="{embed:the_url_title}" }
{page_body}
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</div>
</div>
</div>

Companion Files: Chapter_5/embeds/search_section_intros.txt

Looking at the embedded template:
•

You’ll note that the search box is left unchanged - we’ll deal with that in the
future. For now, just look at the <div class="lside">.

•

We use another {exp:weblog:entries} tag, this one pulling content from the new
Miscellaneous Content Weblog.

•

We use the limit="1" parameter to ensure that we’re only grabbing one entry. We
don’t want multiples in this case.

•

The next parameter, dynamic="off," is important (and the biggest source of posts
in the EE forums). Please reference the EE documentation around this parameter.
http://expressionengine.com/docs/modules/weblog/parameters.html#par_dynamic
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Since we’re not wanting the page URL to affect which content we pull from the
new Miscellaneous Content Weblog, we need to turn it off.
•

The disable parameters are again for performance reasons. It’s just a good habit
to get into specifying them with every weblog entries tag you write.

•

Here’s the meat of this step - where we use the url_title parameter to specify what
entry we want to pull, but instead of hardcoding a value we insert the variable
{embed:the_url_title} between the quotes. This way the {exp:weblog:entries} tag
will use the URL Title that we specified in the site/index template - and with each
new main template we just change out the value of that variable. The code here in
the embedded template will not have to change.

The Results
If you load these templates, save your changes and reload the Home page, you should get
a version with new content and new section-specific intro paragraph.

Figure 5.3: Revised Home Page Showing New Content and Section Intro
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Chapter 6
Moving Footer Content, EE Conditionals, and
Implementing the About Section

OK – so we're still working on getting our site's Home page fully implemented in
ExpressionEngine. The items left to implement are:
•

The Search functionality - which I want to leave for later

•

The Latest News block - which will draw from the weblog so needs to wait until
that section is implemented

•

The Latest Products block - which will draw from the Products section so needs to
wait until that section is implemented

•

The Footer content - which can go in the Miscellaneous Content Weblog
implemented in Chapter 5

Note that since we’ve used embedded templates for the Search, Latest News, and Latest
Products we can implement them later, in one place, and they’ll immediately show up
throughout the site.
So let’s do the Footer, then start moving through the site’s main navigation by
implementing the About section - since it’s both next in the navigation and very similar
in structure to the Home page.

Moving the Footer Content to the Miscellaneous Weblog
Overall this is a very similar process to what we did with the section-specific intro
paragraphs or the Home page main content. We need to:
•

Copy the content in the current Footer embedded template.

•

Create a new post in the Miscellaneous Content Weblog.
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•

Edit the Footer template to replace the static content with a {exp:weblog:entries}
tag to pull the content from the weblog post.

Copying the Footer Content into a Weblog
•

Open your “embeds/footer” template for editing.

•

OK, this is another point where the template’s HTML structure is going to change
our EE implementation approach just a bit. The footer is constructed from two
paragraphs, one (the copyright) with a class of “right” which floats this content to
the right:

Figure 6.1: Source Code of Footer Showing Styling

•

I wouldn’t want clients to have to worry about applying that class to their content,
so the easier way to implement this is to split the footer content into two separate
posts. This way we can leave the <p class="right"> in the template where users
won’t have to worry about it. So, select and copy everything between the first
<p> tags - the copyright and the link.

•

Click the Publish tab, and choose the Miscellaneous Content Weblog.

•

Enter a title of “Copyright”.

•

Paste the code into the Page Body field.

•

I’m also going to update the copyright info with my company information.
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•

Since we have <p> tags in the template, we don’t want EE to apply any
formatting to this content. Move to the bottom right of the Page Body field and
select None in the Formatting drop-down:

Figure 6.2: Choosing "None" For Formatting the Copyright Post

•

Click Submit to save the new post.

Repeat the process above for the second paragraph of content in the Footer template:
•

Leave the <p> tags in Footer template.

•

Title the post as “Footer Links”.

•

Set the formatting on the Page Body field to None.

•

Make sure to note the URL Title that EE creates for you—you’ll need it later.

•

Click Update and save the new post.

Modifying the Footer Template
Now we have two weblog entries to bring into the footer, and one of them needs to be
handled differently by getting a <p class="right">.
There are two ways that come to mind to do this: Use two {exp:weblog:entries} tags, or
one {exp:weblog:entries} tag with a conditional. What's a conditional? The best place to
start is again with the EE documentation on them. It can be found at:
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http://expressionengine.com/docs/modules/weblog/conditional_variables.html
I’m going to go with the approach using conditionals as it’ll be less code and I think the
overall performance of the {exp:weblog:entries} tag and conditional will be better than
two {exp:weblog:entries} tags.
So again let’s look at the changed code for the embeds/footer template and work through
what it’s doing. Here's the code:

Template Name: embeds/footer

<div id="footer">
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="misc_content"
disable="pagination|categories|member_data|trackbacks"
url_title="copyright|footer-links" sort="asc" dynamic="off"}
<p{if url_title=="copyright"} class="right"{/if}>
{page_body}
</p>
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</div>

Companion Files: Chapter_6/embeds/footer.txt

Starting at the {exp:weblog:entries} tag there is:
•

The weblog parameter - “misc_content” in my case. Remember this is the Short
Name you’ve specified for the weblog.

•

The disable parameter - again I’d highly recommend getting in the habit of
disabling whatever you can on every {exp:weblog:entries} tag for better site
performance . It’s much easier to do this as you go than having to work back
through all your templates at a later date.

•

url_title="copyright|footer-links" parameter - this is how we tell EE that we want
only the two posts that comprise the footer content.
Again note that the word separator on footer-links could be different for you,
depending on what you’ve specified under Admin > Weblog Administration >
Global Weblog Preferences > Word Separator for URL Titles. I have dash, you
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could have underscore.
•

sort="asc" parameter - because we entered the Copyright post first, by default EE
will return it first, with the footer links on top of the Copyright post. We need the
Copyright post to be on top, or the floated content will have space on top of it
when the page is rendered. By reversing the default EE sort order our content will
be returned in the order the HTML needs.

•

dynamic="off" - required because this content needs to function independently of
the URL for any given page.

•

{if url_title=="copyright"} - this is our nifty EE conditional, which will apply the
class="right" formatting to only the copyright post.

Homepage Results
If you load this new template, save the changes, and refresh your Home page it should be
visually the same, but updated now with our company info. This footer content will now
be editable via two weblog posts rather than having to muck about in the template code.

Implementing the About Section
Let’s start making that main navigation go somewhere besides the Home page, shall we?
The steps to implementing the About section will be:
•

Creating an About Weblog

•

Publishing some content to it

•

Publishing a new About page section intro in the Miscellaneous Content Weblog

•

Creating an EE template to display the content

•

Updating the embed/main_nav template

Creating the About Weblog
We covered the exact steps for creating a weblog in Chapter 4, so I won’t repeat them in
detail here. Here are the specifics:
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•

Create a new weblog with a Full Weblog Name of “About” and a Short Name of
“about.”

•

Choose to duplicate the Home page preferences.

•

Assign it the default Status Group.

•

Assign it to the same Simple Content Field Group as the Home page.

•

I’m not going to have EE create any templates automatically, as I won’t need a
whole group but rather just one template.

Publishing Content to the New About Weblog
In order to know that our templates are working right, we’ll need some content in this
new weblog. Publish three entries - one each for the company, the founders and the
products. Since there is nothing special required from these new entries and we’ve
already covered the publishing process in this chapter, I’m going to leave out the step by
step details and assume you can get through it OK.

Publishing a Section Intro for the About Page
In Chapter 5 we implemented the white on green Section Intros using a new
Miscellaneous Content Weblog. We’ll need another post in the Miscellaneous Content
Weblog to serve as the section intro for our new About section:
•

Publish a new entry to the Miscellaneous Content Weblog.

•

Title your new entry “About” - so the URL Title should be “about”. We’ll need
the URL title in the next step.

•

Enter a description of the About section and save your new entry.

Creating a New Template
With the new weblog in place and the new content published, let’s create the new
template to display this new section:
•

Click on the Templates tab in the EE Control Panel.
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•

Find the Template Group that currently holds your index template ("site" in my
case).

•

Click the New Template link in the second column.

•

Enter a name for your template. I’m going to specify “about.”

•

Under Default Template Data choose the option to Duplicate an Existing
Template, and choose the site/index template that we’ve been working with:

Figure 6.3: Copying the Index Template to Create the About Template

•

Click Submit to create the template.

So now we have a site/about template that’s a copy of the current site/index template.
We need to edit the site/about template to get it to draw out our new About content
instead of Home page content.
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Here is the text version of the template:
Template Name: site/about

{embed="embeds/html_header"}
<body>
<div id="content">
{embed="embeds/logo_title"}
{embed="embeds/main_nav"}
{embed="embeds/search_section_intros"
the_url_title="about"}
<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="embeds/latest_news"}
{embed="embeds/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="about"
disable="categories|member_data|pagination|trackbacks" sort="asc" }
<h2 class="underline">{title}</h2>
{page_body}
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</div><!-- close left side div -->
</div><!-- close main content div -->
{embed="embeds/footer"}
</div>
<!-- close content div -->
</body>
</html>

Companion Files: Chapter_6/about.txt

Wow - looks very similar to the Home page template, no? All that had to change was:
•

In the embed statement that brings in our section intros, change “the_url_title” to
specify the new “about” entry.

•

In the {exp:weblog:entries} tag, change the weblog from “home” to “about”.
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Note - since the site/index and site/about templates are so close in content they could be
actually be combined into one template, using URL segments and conditionals to tell EE
what content to pull based on the URL. Since this tutorial is geared towards people new
to EE I’m going to stick with the simpler-to-understand approach of separate templates
for each.

Save your changes, and click View Rendered Template. You should get your new About
content showing on the rendered page.
This is a good time to grab the URL so that we can update the link in the embedded main
navigation template. To do that:
•

Copy the URL.

•

Open the embeds/main_nav template for editing.

•

Find the link to the About page and paste in the URL. I usually start from
/index.php/. For me the URL then is “/index.php/site/about/”.

•

Whoops - we also need the Home page link. I'm going to use the {homepage}
Global Variable.

•

Save your changes.

Here’s my updated embeds/main_nav template:

Template Name: embeds/main_nav

<div id="menu">
<div class="submit">
<ul>
<li><a class="selected" href="{homepage}"
><span>Home</span></a></li>
<li><a
href="/index.php/site/about/"><span>About</span></a></li>
<li><a href="#"><span>Products</span></a></li>
<li><a href="#" ><span>Services</span></a></li>
<li><a href="#"><span>Weblog</span></a></li>
<li><a href="#"><span>Contact</span></a></li>
</ul>
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</div>
</div>

Companion Files: Chapter_6/embeds/main_nav.txt

The Results
With these new templates loaded and saved, you should be able to bring up your site
Home page and navigate back and forth between the Home and About pages. The
section header text should change when you do.

Figure 6.4: New About Page Without Navigation Change
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And yes, I see the same issue that you’re noticing. The main navigation isn’t showing the
About tab as being active so it looks like we’re still on the Home page. We also are
lacking a specific page title.
We’ll address both those issues in Chapter 7—again making use of Embedded Variables
and conditionals.
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Chapter 7
Building Page Titles and Setting Navigation Active
State Dynamically

In Chapter 6 we finally moved off the Home page of our mock business site, and
implemented the About page.
The job isn’t quite done, however, as neither the page title up in the browser title bar nor
the main navigation indicates that we’ve moved off the Home page. We’ll fix that in this
chapter by using more Embedded Variables in our embedded templates.
Let’s tackle the titles first. The overall approach is very similar to how we implemented
the section intros in Chapter 5. We want to pass a variable containing the current page
title to the embedded template that holds our HTML header. So we need to:
•

Modify the embeds/html_header template to receive and display the variable.

•

Modify each page template that uses that embedded template and specify what we
want the page title to be.

Modifying the HTML Header Template
You’ll want to reference the EE documentation on Embedding Templates within Other
Templates as they’re helpful for showing how things need get formatted. They can be
found at
http://expressionengine.com/docs/templates/embedding_templates.html
You need to edit the title HTML by adding the Embedded Variable in between the <title>
tages. I’ve named my variable “my_page_title”. Before editing you should have:
<title>{site_name}</title>

After editing it should be:
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{site_name} | {embed:my_page_title }

Here's the entire updated embeds/html_header template for your reference:

Template Name: embeds/html_header

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xml:lang="en" lang="en">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html;charset=iso8859-2" />
<meta name="author" content="free-css-templates.com" />

<link rel='stylesheet' type='text/css' media='screen'
href='{stylesheet=site/stylesheet}' />
<title>{site_name} | {embed:my_page_title}</title>
</head>

Companion Files: Chapter_7/embeds/html_head.txt

Modifying the Page Templates
With the embeds/html_header template setup to receive the variable, now we need to
modify the site/index and site/about templates to send the desired page title. You need to
edit the very first embed statement, and add your variable name and value onto the end of
it.
Before editing, the code is:
{embed="embeds/html_header"}

After editing, the code for the Home page is:
{embed="embeds/html_header" my_page_title="Home"}

And the code for the About page is:
{embed="embeds/html_header" my_page_title="About"}

(Text versions of both the updated site/index and site/about templates can be found in the
companion files for Chapter_7 – we're not done with them yet – read on).
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Once you’ve made those edits and saved your changes, you should be able to move
between the Home and About pages and see the browser title bar change.
Granted, this is a pretty simple implementation of dynamic page titles. As we get another
layer deeper into the site (like specific product pages, etc) we’ll have to put more code in
there to get the desired page title - including {exp:weblog:info} or {exp:weblog:entries}
tags. But that’s down the road, this will suffice for now.

Dynamic Navigation Styling
The other, more visual, issue with the results of Chapter 6 was that the main navigation
still indicated we were on the Home page although we had navigated to the About page.
If you look at the HTML for the main navigation, you’ll see that the tabs of the design are
triggered by applying a “class=selected” to the one you want to be active.
So, the question is, how do we both keep our main navigation as one embedded template
but still provide the proper class to set the active tab in different areas of the site?
The easiest and cleanest approach is one that EE’s Derek Jones detailed in his Behind the
Curtain - Part One on the EE company blog. That post can be found at
http://expressionengine.com/blog/entry/behind_the_curtain_part_one/
Essentially the idea is to use Embedded Variables along with conditionals to set a
variable in each page template that tells the embedded main navigation template which
item to apply the selected class to. So we need to:
•

Modify the site/index and site/about templates.

•

Modify the embeds/main_nav template.

Modifying the Page Templates
This is very similar to the process above, where we added variables for the page titles.
The only difference here is the text we’re entering as the value of the variable will never
be displayed on the site—it’s just something for the conditional in the embedded template
to work with.
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Starting with the Home page, we currently have the following code that pulls in the main
navigation:
{embed="embeds/main_nav"}

This needs to change to:
{embed="embeds/main_nav" my_location="home"}

The About page is currently:
{embed="embeds/main_nav"}

This needs to change to:
{embed="embeds/main_nav" my_location="about"}

Modifying the Main Navigation Template
The page templates now send a variable to the main navigation template. The main
navigation template needs to be modified to change the HTML depending on what the
contents of the “my_location” variable. Per Derek’s approach we’ll put a conditional
within each list item. Since we pass only one value, only one of these will ever evaluate
as “true,” so only one active class will be applied.
Here's the updated code for the embed/main_nav template:

Template Name: embeds/main_nav

<div id="menu">
<div class="submit">
<ul>
<li><a{if '{embed:my_location}'=="home"}
class="selected"{/if} href="{homepage}" ><span>Home</span></a></li>
<li><a{if '{embed:my_location}'=="about"}
class="selected"{/if}
href="/index.php/site/about/"><span>About</span></a></li>
<li><a href="#"><span>Products</span></a></li>
<li><a href="#" ><span>Services</span></a></li>
<li><a href="#"><span>Weblog</span></a></li>
<li><a href="#"><span>Contact</span></a></li>
</ul>
</div>
</div>

Companion Files: Chapter_7/embeds/main_nav.txt
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Note that you have to be a bit picky with the spacing - mainly so that when the
conditional evaluates to "false" and the active class is not applied, you don’t get extra
spaces in your linking code.
See the companion files for the updated site/index and site/about templates Chapter_7/index.txt and Chapter_7/about.txt.

The Results
With these changes made to your templates, you should be able to switch between the
Home and About pages and have the page titles and active tabs update as expected.

Figure 7.1: About Page Showing Active Main Navigation Tab
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Chapter 8
Products Data Structures and Test Content

In this chapter we get started on the section of the site that will have the most meat to it—
the Products section.
Just to make this interesting, let’s imagine that our company has enough products to be
categorized. This section of the site should function in a pretty typical manner - with a
Products index page that shows listings for categories only. Each category listing will
have an image, description, and a link to a category page that will show the products in
that category. Clicking a product link will load a product-specific page will all the data
for that product.
Let’s build the backend EE structures that we’ll need to power this section. We need a
new:
•
•
•

Weblog
Category Group
Field Group

Create the Products Weblog
By this point, if you’ve been following along, you’ve already created a couple of weblogs
so I’m going to gloss over the specific steps. If you need a refresher you can re-visit
Chapter 4. I’m going to create mine with a Full Weblog Name of “Products” and a Short
Name of “products”.

Create the Field Group
Products typically have a more involved data structure than content pages like the Home
and About pages, so we’ll have to create a new Field Group to hold some new productspecific fields. The specific steps to creating a new Field Group are also back in Chapter
4. I’ve named mine “products”.
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Fill Out the Fieldset
Add the following 7 fields to your new custom Field Group. Indicated with each field is
the name, display name, field type, field formatting, and if it’s searchable or not. I just
left defaults for everything else:
Field Label
Product Number
Product Description

Field Name
product_number
product_description

Product Color
Product Dimensions
Product Weight
Product Thumbnail
Product Image

product_color
product_dimensions
product_weight
product_thumbnail
product_image

Field Type
Text Input
Textarea,
3 rows
Text Input
Text Input
Text Input
Text Input
Text Input

Formatting
None
XHTML

Searchable?
Yes
Yes

None
None
None
None
None

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

Figure 8.1: Table Showing Product Fields and Settings

Figure 8.2: Fieldset for Products Weblog

Create the Category Group
This is new territory - the first time we’re going to use categories on this site. The
process is much the same as the Field Group, where first we create the group then
populate the group with specific categories. Here are the specific steps:
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•

In the EE Control Panel, click on the Admin tab, then Weblog Administration.

•

Click on Category Management.

•

Click on the Create a New Category Group button in the upper right part of your
screen.

•

Fill in the name for your Category Group. I’m naming mine “Products_Services”
(because it will also categorize the services).

•

Leave the defaults for everything else, and click Submit.

Add Categories
Here again is where EE prompts you to assign the new group to a weblog. I prefer to add
the categories in first, then go back and assign both the new Category Group and new
Field Group to the new weblog. To add categories:
•

Click the Add/Edit Categories link by your new Category Group.

•

Click the Create a New Category button in the upper right hand corner.

•

Fill in the Category Name and Category Description. We will use the Category
Image URL in a future chapter, so for now just leave it empty.

•

I’ve created three automotive-related categories; Drivetrain, Interior, and
Accessories with descriptions for each.

•

We’ll leave the sort order to be alphabetical.
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Figure 8.3: New Products_Services Category Group

Connect the Weblog, Category Group and Field Group
Now that we have our structures created we need to associate them in EE:
•

Navigate back to Admin > Weblog Administration > Weblog Management.

•

Find your new Products Weblog, and click the Edit Groups link by it.

•

Assign the Category group you just created ("Products_Services” in my case).

•

Assign the Default Status Group - again we are not using any custom Status
options in this tutorial, but I’ve had odd results when no Status group was
assigned.

•

Assign your new Field Group (again, "Products" for me).

•

Click Update.
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Enter Content
If you click the Publish tab and choose your new Products Weblog, you should get a
content entry screen with your new custom fields. Clicking the Categories tab should
bring up your new Categories. If these two things aren’t true for you, go back through
the previous paragraph and make sure you’ve connected the Weblog, Category Group
and Field Group in the Edit Groups option for the Weblog.

Figure 8.4: Categories Showing On Products Publish Form

If everything looks good, enter in some test content— it’s much easier to develop
templates when there is content to return. If you’re not feeling creative you can use
“Greeking” here—which is just placeholder text for design and programming purposes.
I’ll often go to a site like http://www.lipsum.com/ and use it to generate paragraphs of
Greeking text.
Make sure to assign each new post to at least one category.

Photos
Each entry will need two photos - a thumbnail and a large image. The thumbnails will get
used on the category pages and the large images on the product detail page. EE will
create thumbnails for you when uploading a large image, but in this case I want them in
separate fields for greater flexibility, so I’m creating my own thumbnails locally.
I’m using thumbnails that are all the same size—150px by 122px. My large images are
500px by 375px.
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When uploading a photo, EE will give you the option of Embedded in Entry, URL Only,
or Pop-up Image Link. For this tutorial choose URL Only, as this will let us specify
more of the HTML for the image in the template (like using the entry title for alt and title
text).

Figure 8.5: Showing Placement Options for Uploaded Images

Figure 8.6: Sample of Code Generated Using "URL Only" for Photos
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Make sure to enter at least one, and ideally two to three products in each category. One
product can be assigned to more than one category.

The Results
I don’t have a finished page to show so it doesn’t feel like we made a ton of progress in
this chapter; but, getting the data structures in place is a necessary first step to the buildout of any new section. In the next chapter we’ll start in on the templates that will pull
our new content out.
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Chapter 9
Starting on the Products Templates

In this chapter we’ll begin to code the Products section of the site—getting the Products
index page in place, updating the main navigation, and getting the section intro text
published. This new page will display the category content we created and defined in
Chapter 8.

Creating a Products Template Group
This is a point where you will make decisions that will affect the URLs that your site will
end up with. How? By choosing to organize your templates into additional Template
Groups.
There will be three templates required for our approach for the display of products:
•

Index – this will display the list of product categories and descriptions

•

List – this is the category view, and will display the list of products assigned to
the category that the user has selected

•

Detail – this will be our single-view for a specific product

We could put all the products templates in the existing site Template Group. We would
then have URL structures of:
•

site_root/index.php/site/products (index view)

•

site_root/index.php/site/products_list/category/category_name/ (category view)

•

site_root/index.php/site/product_detail/product_name/ (single-product view)

However if we create a new Template Group for the products templates then our URLs
will be:
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•

site_root/index.php/products/ (index view)

•

site_root/index.php/products/list/category/category_name/ (category view)

•

site_root/index.php/products/detail/product_name/ (single-product view)

Overall I prefer the second set approach as it will be a bit shorter and more semantic.
We'll also benefit from a bit of template organization as well.
To create a new Template Group from the Templates tab of the EE Control Panel:
•
•
•

Click the large Create a New Template Group button.
Choose "products" as your Template Group name.
Click Submit.

Creating the Product Index Template
We need to update the existing EE-created index template in our new Template Group, so
let's first go copy the template we want to start with.
•

In the Templates tab of the EE Control Panel, open your site/about template for
editing.

•

Select all the text and copy it to your clipboard.

•

Open your products/index template for editing.

•

Paste in the code from the site/about template.

•

Save your changes.

Editing the Product Index Template
Now we need to tweak the template to make it show Product Categories rather than
About content. Find your new products/index template and click its name to edit, then:
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•

Change the value of the “my_page_title” in the first embed to what you want the
browser title to be. I’m going to call mine "Products".

•

Change the value of the “my_location” variable in the embed that brings in the
main navigation to “products”. This will tell the main navigation list which item
to apply the active class to, so when the page renders the proper tab is activated.

•

Change the value of the “the_url_title” in the embed that brings in the search box
and section intros. Enter a value of “products”. Note that we need to create this
entry yet.

•

For now, just select and delete the main {exp:weblog:entries} tag in the
“left_side” div – leaving the main content area empty. We’ll come back to this
spot momentarily.

•

Click Update to save your changes.

Your code should look like this:
Template Name: products/index

{embed="embeds/html_header" my_page_title="Products"}
<body>
<div id="content">
{embed="embeds/logo_title"}
{embed="embeds/main_nav" my_location="products"}
{embed="embeds/search_section_intros"
the_url_title="products"}
<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="embeds/latest_news"}
{embed="embeds/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
</div><!-- close left side div -->
</div><!-- close main content div -->
{embed="embeds/footer"}
</div>
</body>
</html>

<!-- close content div -->
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Updating the Main Navigation Template
The Main Navigation template needs to be updated so it has the link to this new section:
•

Open your embeds/main_nav template for editing.

•

Copy the list item for the About tab.

•

Paste it over the existing Products list item.

•

Update the code in the EE conditional, the page it’s linking to, and the link text.

•

Save your changes.

Here is my updated embeds/main_nav template:

Template Name: embeds/main_nav

<div id="menu">
<div class="submit">
<ul>
<li><a{if '{embed:my_location}'=="home"}
class="selected"{/if} href="{homepage}" ><span>Home</span></a></li>
<li><a{if '{embed:my_location}'=="about"}
class="selected"{/if}
href="/index.php/site/about/"><span>About</span></a></li>
<li><a{if '{embed:my_location}'=="products"}
class="selected"{/if}
href="/index.php/products/"><span>Products</span></a></li>
<li><a href="#"><span>Services</span></a></li>
<li><a href="#"><span>Weblog</span></a></li>
<li><a href="#"><span>Contact</span></a></li>
</ul>
</div>
</div>

Companion Files: Chapter_9/embeds/main_nav.txt

Getting There
Once you save the changes to your embeds/main_nav template, bring up your site in a
web browser. You should be able to navigate to the Products section, the main
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navigation tab should highlight correctly, the page title should be correct, but the page
content should be blank.
Section Intro
Let’s get the section intro in place now. Select your Miscellaneous Content Weblog and
create a new post, making sure the url_title is “products”. Publish your new entry,
refresh your Products page, and your section intro text should appear next to the search
box.

The Category Listing
Now that the shell of the Products page is in place let’s get to the fluffy nougat center.
This index page needs to list all of our Products categories along with the description.
The EE tag for this is the {exp:weblog:categories} tag. You can review the
documentation for this tag at:
http://expressionengine.com/docs/modules/weblog/categories.html
The code needs to go in the “left_side” div where the previous {exp:weblog:entries} tag
was.
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Here’s a look at the updated version of the updated products/index template:

Template Name: products/index

{embed="embeds/html_header" my_page_title="Products"}
<body>
<div id="content">
{embed="embeds/logo_title"}
{embed="embeds/main_nav" my_location="products"}
{embed="embeds/search_section_intros"
the_url_title="products"}
<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="embeds/latest_news"}
{embed="embeds/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
{exp:weblog:categories weblog="products"
style="linear" show_empty="yes"}
<h2
class="underline">{category_name}</h2>
<p>{category_description}&nbsp;&nbsp;<a
href="#">View Products >></a></p>
{/exp:weblog:categories}
</div><!-- close left side div -->
</div><!-- close main content div -->
{embed="embeds/footer"}
</div>
<!-- close content div -->
</body>
</html>

Companion Files: Chapter_9/product_index.txt

Looking at the {exp:weblog:categories} tag, here is what’s happening:
•

The weblog name is required unless you only have one weblog in your site –
again just good practice to always specify it.
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•

The style parameter returns our list without the unordered list formatting that the
“nested” alternative would. I did this so I could apply styling that matches our
existing pages.

•

The show_empty="yes" parameter is currently letting the list show all of our
categories. I typically use this while setting up a site, then once the templates are
all coded and styled correctly will go back and change this parameter to “no” so
that a live site won’t show categories that have no entries in them.

I’ve just put placeholder links in - as we have not yet developed the category template
that this page will link to. Note that the category_description field does not return, like
weblog fields can, with XHTML formatting applied—hence the need for adding the <p>
tags for proper markup.

Category URL Titles in Links
This is a good place to mention – EE lets you choose between two methods of indicating
categories in URLs. One is ID numbers, and the other is the Category URL Title. For
the purposes of this tutorial (and most of the sites I've ever implemented), Category URL
Title is preferred. Here's how you specify that:
In the EE control panel, go to Admin > Weblog Administration > Global Weblog
preferences. The first option is Use Category URL Titles in Links? Set this to Yes.
Leave the Category URL Indicator keyword of "category" in place.

Figure 9.1: Configuring EE to Use Category URL Titles
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The Results
After making the changes in this chapter you should be able to bring up your Products
index page, showing the correct title, section intro, and listing the categories and
descriptions:

Figure 9.2: Products Index Page Displaying Category Content
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Chapter 10
Adding Category Images and Custom Category
Fields

Custom category fields – what are they good for? Huh! Absolutely…uh…well quite a bit
as it turns out.
While EE has always had categories with category-specific images and descriptions,
custom category fields were introduced with EE 1.6 and they prompted some confusion
from the user community – "What would you use those for?"
We're at the perfect spot for an example of using them; so, in this chapter, in addition to
adding some category images, we'll make use of some category custom fields.

Specifying Category Images
First let’s start with adding some thumbnail images to our categories for a bit of a visual
cue about what we’re (supposedly) selling. We need to find the images, size them, get
them to the server, and then edit our category setup.
•

The first step is to choose your images and resize them appropriately. I’ve put
mine at 150px wide by 112px tall.

•

Load them up to the server. Note that the current EE interface does not provide a
File Upload feature for category images so you’ll need to FTP them up instead.
I'm just going to put them in the images/uploads directory that EE provides by
default.

•

OK - now we need to specify the image for each category. Back in the EE control
panel, navigate to Admin > Weblog Administration > Category Management.
Choose your category and click the Add/Edit Categories link.

•

Choose the category to edit and click the Edit link for it.
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•

The Category Image URL field is where we need to put the path and filename to
the category image. This is another place that I like to use the {site_url} variable
so that the full path is specified.

Figure 10.1: Adding Category Images

•

Click Update to save your changes.

•

Repeat for each category you’ve created. A timesaver here is to name your images
in a similar fashion, and once you’ve entered the first path and filename just
copy/paste it for each category and change the filename.

Displaying Category Images
The next natural step would be to go back to the products/index template and modify it to
pull our new category images. However, we are also going to add some custom category
fields which will also require changing the products/index template to display. Rather
than give you two versions of the products/index template, I’ll give you the final version
below and point out what’s been added for both the images and custom fields.
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Category Custom Fields
The best place to start here is by reviewing the EE documentation around custom
category fields. It can be found at:
http://expressionengine.com/docs/cp/admin/weblog_administration/category_field_mana
gement.html
For this tutorial, if we imagine that our site is for a distributor of automotive accessories
(as the Product Categories would indicate), it’s likely that each category would have its
own Line Manager, who would have their own phone number to call for questions
regarding the product line.
So let’s add custom category fields for a name and a phone number to associate that data
with our product categories:
•

In the EE Control Panel navigate back to Admin > Weblog Administration >
Category Management.

•

Find your Products_Services Category group and click the Manage Custom Fields
link on its row.

•

Click the Create a New Custom Field button.

•

Add your fields. I’m creating a field called “category_manager” and
“manager_phone”, both with a Text Input Field Type and Default Text
Formatting set to None.

•

Edit your Categories. Now that you have additional fields, you’ll need to go back
and enter data into them for each category.
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Figure 10.2: New Category Custom Fields

The Updated Products Template
Here is the updated code for the products/index template:

Template Name: products/index

{embed="embeds/html_header" my_page_title="Products"}
<body>
<div id="content">
{embed="embeds/logo_title"}
{embed="embeds/main_nav" my_location="products"}
{embed="embeds/search_section_intros" the_url_title="products"}
<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="embeds/latest_news"}
{embed="embeds/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
{exp:weblog:categories weblog="products" style="linear"
show_empty="yes"}
<h2 class="underline">{category_name}</h2>
<p>
<img class="category_image"
src="{category_image}" alt="{category_name}" title="{category_name}" height="112"
width="150" />
<strong>Line Manager:</strong>
{category_manager}<br />
<strong>Phone:</strong> {manager_phone}
</p>
<p>
{category_description}&nbsp;&nbsp;<a
href="#">View Products >></a>
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</p>
<div style="clear:left"></div>
{/exp:weblog:categories}
</div><!-- close left side div -->
</div><!-- close main content div -->
{embed="embeds/footer"}
</div> <!-- close content div -->
</body>
</html>

Companion Files: Chapter_10/products_index.txt

Let’s go through the changes, which are all within the {exp:weblog:categories} tag:
•

In the first paragraph, I’ve added an <img> tag that uses the category_image
variable as it’s source, and the category_name as the alt text and title. I’ve also
set the image height and width here as they are all the same.

•

Note that I applied a class="category_image" to the image, and created a selector
in the stylesheet to add some margin to the bottom of each image.

•

Under the image code I’m now bringing in the custom category fields for
category_manager and manager_phone.

•

I put the category_description in its own paragraph.

•

I had to add <div style="clear: left;"> to clear the left float - otherwise the entries
past the first category will stack up rather than aligning correctly to the left. You
may not need this depending on the relative lengths of your descriptions and size
of your images.
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The Results
You should be able to bring up your Products index page and view the added custom
category data:

Figure 10.3: Products Index Template Displaying Photos and Custom Fields
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Chapter 11
Adding Product Category Pages

In this chapter we’ll add some depth to the Products section of our site by creating a
category template that shows all the entries assigned to a specific category. We’ll then
modify the products/index template to link to this new template.

The Category Template
You'll need a new template in your Products Template Group. I've named mine "list" as
it will list all the products in a specific category. Here's the code for the template:
Template Name: products/list

{embed="embeds/html_header" my_page_title="Products
List{exp:weblog:category_heading weblog="products"} |
{category_name}{/exp:weblog:category_heading}"}
<body>
<div id="content">
{embed="embeds/logo_title"}
{embed="embeds/main_nav" my_location="products"}
{embed="embeds/search_section_intros"
the_url_title="products"}
<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="embeds/latest_news"}
{embed="embeds/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
{exp:weblog:category_heading weblog="products"}
<h3>{category_name}</h3>
{if category_description}
<p><i>{category_description}</i></p>
{/if}
{/exp:weblog:category_heading}
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="products"
disable="member_data|trackbacks" orderby="title" sort="asc"}
<h2 class="underline">{title}</h2>
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<img class="category_image"
src="{product_thumbnail}" alt="{title}" title="{title}" height="112"
width="150" />
{product_description}
<a href="#">View Product Details >></a>
<div style="clear:left"></div>
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</div><!-- close left side div -->
</div><!-- close main content div -->
{embed="embeds/footer"}
</div>
<!-- close content div -->
</body>
</html>

Companion Files: Chapter_11/products_list.txt

Let’s dissect this template:
•

First thing off you’ll note that both the title tag and the main content area make
use of an EE tag called {exp:weblog:category_heading}. You can review the
documentation for this tag here:
http://expressionengine.com/docs/modules/weblog/category_heading.html
This tag will display category content if the template is loaded with a category
link.
In other words, this template we are creating will work in two modes - either as a
“show every product regardless of category” or “show products in a specific
category”- and how it behaves depends on how you’ve linked to it.
If it’s loaded straight, with no category in the URL, then it will show all products
(and these {exp:category_heading} tags will not return any content). If it’s
loaded with a category link, the list of products will be filtered to that category,
and these category_heading tags will return category content.

•

The {exp:weblog:entries} tag is very straightforward - you’ll note that there is
nothing in the parameters telling it to display a specific category. This can be
confusing as sometimes you’ll think you’ll need to force a certain category in as a
parameter, but in this case there is no need. This {exp:weblog:entries} tag will
look at the URL and change what it returns, depending on what it sees there. The
only thing I’ve done differently here is specify a sort order on "title", so that
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products are listed alphabetically.
•

You’ll note an empty link to View Product Details. We could simply show all
product data on this template, but I wanted to go one level deeper with this page
as more of a summary page then link to a single page where all product content is
displayed. We’ll do that in the next chapter.

OK - so get that template loaded, making any changes to the embed statements or weblog
names for your local EE setup. Click View to load the template. It should load showing
all your products alphabetically, with no category content showing:

Figure 11.1: Products List Template Without Category Content

Category Links
So how to get that new template to show a single category? We need to go back to our
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Products Index template and modify the links there to link to this new template with
category links.
Here’s the updated text version of my products/index template:
Template Name: products/index
{embed="embeds/html_header" my_page_title="Products"}
<body>
<div id="content">
{embed="embeds/logo_title"}
{embed="embeds/main_nav" my_location="products"}
{embed="embeds/search_section_intros"
the_url_title="products"}
<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="embeds/latest_news"}
{embed="embeds/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
{exp:weblog:categories weblog="products"
style="linear" show_empty="yes"}
<h2
class="underline">{category_name}</h2>
<p>
<a href="{path=products/list}">
<img class="category_image"
src="{category_image}" alt="{category_name}" title="{category_name}"
height="117" width="170" />
</a>
<strong>Line Manager:</strong>
{category_manager}<br/>
<strong>Phone:</strong>
{manager_phone}
</p>
<p>
{category_description}&nbsp;&nbsp;<a
href="{path=products/list}">View Products >></a>
</p>
<div style="clear:left"></div>
{/exp:weblog:categories}
</div><!-- close left side div -->
</div><!-- close main content div -->
{embed="embeds/footer"}
</div>
<!-- close content div -->
</body>
</html>
Companion Files: Chapter_11/products_index.txt
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The EE code that was added is in the "View Products" link, where it now has the
following code:
<a href="{path=products/list}">View Products >></a>

Because we’ve created this link within a {exp:weblog:categories} tag, EE will render the
link using the category keyword and the category_url_title appended on after the template
name of list.
Example – after clicking the Interior category:

Figure 11.2: Product List Template Displaying a Single Category
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The Results
Load the updated products/index and product/list templates and you should be able to
bring up your site, click the Products tab, get a list of the product categories and be able
to navigate to the new product/list template in category mode.
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Chapter 12
Adding Product-Specific Pages

In this Chapter we will nudge the Building Series one step closer to a completed site. In
this chapter we add a template to present product-specific pages, and do a bit of tweaking
to the products/index and products/list templates.

The Product Detail Template
In the EE Control Panel, select your products Template Group and create a new
template. I’m calling my new template "detail".
Here is the code for the new template:

Template Name: products/detail

{embed="embeds/html_header" my_page_title="Product Detail
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="products" limit="1"
disable="member_data|trackbacks|pagination" } |
{title}{/exp:weblog:entries}"}
<body>
<div id="content">
{embed="embeds/logo_title"}
{embed="embeds/main_nav" my_location="products"}
{embed="embeds/search_section_intros"
the_url_title="products"}
<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="embeds/latest_news"}
{embed="embeds/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="products"
disable="member_data|trackbacks" limit="1"}
<h2 class="underline">{title}</h2>
<img src="{product_image}" alt="{title}"
title="{title}" />
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Number:&nbsp;<strong>{product_number}</strong><br/>
Color:&nbsp;<strong>{product_color}</strong><br/>
Dimensions:&nbsp;<strong>{product_dimensions}</strong><br/>
Weight:&nbsp;<strong>{product_weight}</strong><br/>
<br/>
<br/>
{product_description}
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</div><!-- close left side div -->
</div><!-- close main content div -->
{embed="embeds/footer"}
</div>
<!-- close content div -->
</body>
</html>

Companion Files: Chapter_12/product_detail.txt

You’ll notice that it’s not altogether that different from our products/list template - I
actually copied that template to start with and made the following changes:
•

Changed the title to use a {exp:weblog:entries} tag rather than a
{exp:category:heading} tag.

•

Deleted the {exp:category:heading} tag from the page body.

•

Limited the {exp:weblog:entries} tags to pull only one entry - this is probably
redundant since we are going to load this template with a url_title, which means it
would only pull one entry anyway.

•

Added the rest of the custom fields from the Products Weblog.

Now that this template is in place, we need to link to it from the products/list template.
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Updating the Product List Template
Here’s the updated products/list template code:

Template Name: products/list

{embed="embeds/html_header" my_page_title="Product
List{exp:weblog:category_heading weblog="products"} |
{category_name}{/exp:weblog:category_heading}"}
<body>
<div id="content">
{embed="embeds/logo_title"}
{embed="embeds/main_nav" my_location="products"}
{embed="embeds/search_section_intros"
the_url_title="products"}
<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="embeds/latest_news"}
{embed="embeds/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
{exp:weblog:category_heading weblog="products"}
<h3>{category_name}</h3>
{if category_description}
<p><i>{category_description}</i></p>
{/if}
{/exp:weblog:category_heading}
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="products"
disable="member_data|trackbacks" orderby="title" sort="asc"}
<h2 class="underline">{title}</h2>
<a
href="{url_title_path=products/detail}"><img class="category_image"
src="{product_thumbnail}" alt="{title}" title="{title}" height="112"
width="170" /></a>
{product_description}
<a
href="{url_title_path=products/detail}">View Product Details >></a>
<div style="clear:left"></div>
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</div><!-- close left side div -->
</div><!-- close main content div -->
{embed="embeds/footer"}
</div>
<!-- close content div -->
</body>
</html>

Companion Files: Chapter_12/product_list.txt
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The significant changes are in the {exp:weblog:entries} tag that generates the list of
products for a specific category. Note the use of the" url_title_path" variable. You can
review the EE documentation for this variable here:
http://expressionengine.com/docs/modules/weblog/variables.html#var_url_title_path
I’ve used it to link both the thumbnail image and the View Product Details link, as the
"url_title_path" will append the URL Title for a specific entry onto the link.
With this template updated, you should be able visit your Products section, choose a
category, and get a category page where the images and product links are now active.
Clicking a link should load the new products/detail template with the content for that
product being displayed:

Figure 12.1: Product Detail Template
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Updating the Products Index Template
I liked the linked thumbnails so well that I decided to update the products/index page to
do the same thing – linking the images to the category view:
Template Name: products/index

{embed="embeds/html_header" my_page_title="Products"}
<body>
<div id="content">
{embed="embeds/logo_title"}
{embed="embeds/main_nav" my_location="products"}
{embed="embeds/search_section_intros"
the_url_title="products"}
<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="embeds/latest_news"}
{embed="embeds/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
{exp:weblog:categories weblog="products"
style="linear" show_empty="yes"}
<h2
class="underline">{category_name}</h2>
<p>
<a href="{path=products/list}">
<img class="category_image"
src="{category_image}" alt="{category_name}" title="{category_name}"
height="117" width="170" />
</a>
<strong>Line Manager:</strong>
{category_manager}<br/>
<strong>Phone:</strong>
{manager_phone}
</p>
<p>
{category_description}&nbsp;&nbsp;<a
href="{path=products/list}">View Products >></a>
</p>
<div style="clear:left"></div>
{/exp:weblog:categories}
</div><!-- close left side div -->
</div><!-- close main content div -->
{embed="embeds/footer"}
</div>
<!-- close content div -->
</body>
</html>

Companion Files: Chapter_12/product_index.txt
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If you look at the code you can see that all I did was link the product_thumbnail using the
same link as the View Products text link.

The Results
After loading these updated templates you should have linked images, and full products
section navigation from the products index, to a category page, to a product detail page.
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Chapter 13
Using a Plethora of Plugins to Make Content
Management Easier

In this chapter we will develop the right-column listing of Latest Products. This is a spot
where using a couple plugins will help negate the need for additional content fields for
site administrators to enter and maintain.
In Chapter 2 we created an embedded template for the right-column listing of Latest
Products, and it’s just been sitting there with static placeholder content in it. Now that we
have our Products section implemented and all the necessary content is in place, we just
need to re-code that embedded template to now pull content from the Products Weblog
dynamically.
Once it’s working, the product content will immediately appear on all of our content
pages because all of them have that template embedded—definitely one of those
moments where using an embedded template will shine.

Template Requirements
The Latest Products sidebar element has a small thumbnail and a blurb of text for each
product shown. Well, cool - we have both of those already in the Products Weblog as
Product Thumbnail and Product Description fields.
Hold on though.
Our thumbnails are all currently 150px by 112px - quite a bit larger than the 59px x 54px
thumbnails currently specified in the Latest Products code. And, our descriptions are
quite a bit longer than we really want in this right-column space as well.
What to do?
One option would be to create two additional fields in the Products Field Group - one for
a smaller thumbnail and another for a short description. Those fields could then be used
in the embeds/latest_products template.
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Workable, but that approach would increase the content required for each entry. You
would also have to train a content administrator to know what fields show where on the
site, and rely on them to create the thumbnails in each size correctly. Overall, not an
elegant solution - especially when the necessary content is already in EE, just not quite
formatted to our liking.
The second option?

Plugins to the Rescue
Yes, it’s a good spot to use some plugins to extend the functionality of “out of the box”
ExpressionEngine. If you haven’t yet browsed the EE Plugin Library now is a good time
to do so. The library can be found at:
http://expressionengine.com/downloads/addons/category/plugins/
For our purposes today we’ll need two plugins from the library:
•

Word Limiter
http://expressionengine.com/downloads/details/word_limiter/

•

HTML Strip
http://expressionengine.com/downloads/details/html_strip/

We’ll also be using a relatively new plugin that I noted recently in the EE forums - the
Image Sizer published by ExpressionEngine user Lumis. This plugin can be found at:
http://www.lumis.com/site/page/imgsizer/
The Image Sizer plugin does have some server-side requirements - make sure to read
them and that your environment will support it.

Installing Plugins Using the Plugin Manager
There are two basic ways to install plugins - using the EE Plugin Manager and not using
the Plugin Manager.
Since the first two plugins we need are available in the EE library, you should be able to
install them via the manager.
Note: This assumes you have entered your EE license number in the Control Panel under:
CP Home > Admin > System Preferences > General Configuration. If the license has not
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been entered, the list of available plugins will not appear in the right column when you
browse to the Plugin Manager at CP Home > Admin > Utilities > Plugin Manager. To
proceed you can either enter your license number or install all three plugins via the
second method using FTP.

Figure 13.1: Finding the Plugin Manager

OK - if the Plugin Manager shows (and neither the HTML Strip or Word Limit plugin is
already installed), simply browse the list of available plugins until you find both of these
and click the Install link. The plugin should install and then appear under the left-column
list of installed plugins.
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Figure 13.2: Plugin Manager

Installing Plugins without the Plugin Manager
Regardless of how you installed the first two plugins, you’ll need to install the Image
Sizer plugin using the second approach because it’s not - as of this writing - offered via
the EE plugin library. To install this plugin:
•

Visit the author’s site and download the plugin.

•

Unzip the archive file to extract the plugin file.

•

Using FTP, upload the plugin file to your site. It needs to go in the plugins folder,
which is located in your EE system directory.

•

The new plugin should now show in the installed list on the Plugin Manager.

Using Plugins
OK, now what?
By installing plugins, you now have some additional tags you can use in your templates.
You can usually get details of the plugins-specific tags and parameters by clicking its title
in the Plugin Manager. I’ll let you explore the different parameters of these specific
plugins on your own, and just show you how I’ve used them here.

Template Version 1
OK - we could just jump to the finished product, but let’s take this in steps so can see the
logic of using the plugins.
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We're going to be working with the embeds/ latest_products template.
First-up - the template with no plugins, using our existing content.
Here’s the code - the {exp:weblog:entries} tag will stay the same through all of these
examples and is pretty straightforward. Limiting to 3 will get us the last three products
entered, all unnecessary data is disabled for performance, and the dynamic="off" will
ensure the last three products will appear no matter what page this code is rendered on.
Template Name: embeds/latest_products

<h3>Latest Products</h3>
<div class="lcontent">
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="products" limit="3"
disable="categories|pagination|trackbacks|member_data" dynamic="off"}
<p>
<a href="{url_title_path=products/detail}"><img
src="{product_thumbnail}"/></a>
<strong>{title}: </strong>{product_description}
<a href="{url_title_path= products/detail }">more >></a>
</p>
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</div>

Version 1 Results
The rendered result can be seen as V1 on the Latest Products Progression Using Plugins
graphic at the end of this chapter. Usable? Yes - but, not as nice as the original template
and a bit long for my taste.

Template Version 2
OK - let’s tackle that thumbnail size first. Here’s the code modified to use the Image
Sizer plugin. You can see I’ve specified a fixed height of 54px, and the plugin will resize
the image to the correct width dynamically:
Template Name: embeds/latest_products

<h3>Latest Products</h3>
<div class="lcontent">
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="products" limit="3"
disable="categories|pagination|trackbacks|member_data" dynamic="off"}
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<p>
<a href="{url_title_path=
products/detail}">{exp:imgsizer:size src="{product_thumbnail}"
height="54" alt="{title}"}</a>
<strong>{title}: </strong>{product_description}
<a href="{url_title_path= products/detail}">more >></a>
</p>
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</div>

Version 2 Results
The rendered result of version 2 (V2) is the second column on the Latest Products
Progression Using Plugins graphic at the end of this chapter. Our images look better, but
our text spacing is still off.
Our main culprit is paragraph tags. The product_description field is set to be formatted
as XHTML, so that returns one set of <p> tags. The template is also providing <p> tags,
wanting to wrap each product’s image and text in one paragraph.

Template Version 3
So let’s use the HTML Strip plug-in to remove the <p> tags from the product_description
field for round three:
Template Name: embeds/latest_products

<h3>Latest Products</h3>
<div class="lcontent">
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="products" limit="3"
disable="categories|pagination|trackbacks|member_data" dynamic="off"}
<p>
<a href="{url_title_path=
products/detail}">{exp:imgsizer:size src="{product_thumbnail}"
height="54" alt="{title}"}</a>
<strong>{title}:
</strong>{exp:html_strip}{product_description}{/exp:html_strip}
<a href="{url_title_path= products/detail}">more >></a>
</p>
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</div>
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Version 3 Results
Template version 3 (V3) results are in the third column on the Latest Products
Progression Using Plugins graphic at the end of this chapter.
Much better - no nested <p> tags are coming out now. But some of those descriptions
are long for that space. Let’s use the Word Limiter plugin to truncate those down.

Template Version 4
Here’s version 4 (V4) of the template code - note that you can nest plugins for the desired
results:
Template Name: embeds/latest_products

<h3>Latest Products</h3>
<div class="lcontent">
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="products" limit="3"
disable="categories|pagination|trackbacks|member_data" dynamic="off"}
<p>
<a
href="{url_title_path=products/detail}">{exp:imgsizer:size
src="{product_thumbnail}" height="54" alt="{title}"}</a>
<strong>{title}: </strong>{exp:word_limit
total="15"}{exp:html_strip}{product_description}{/exp:html_strip}{/exp:
word_limit}
<a href="{url_title_path=products/detail}">more >></a>
</p>
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</div>

Companion Files: Chapter_13/embeds/latest_products.txt

Version 4 Results
And the result? You can see it in the fourth column of the graphic which has correct
thumbnails, one paragraph per product, and truncated descriptions -- all without
additional content fields to maintain. All of this within an embedded template so any
changes are instantly reflected across your entire site.
Definitely cool.
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Figure 13.3: Latest Products Progression Using Plugins
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Chapter 14
Implementing the Services Section

In this chapter, I’ll work you through implementing the Services section of our example
site. Between using EE objects that are already created (Field Groups, Category Groups,
etc.) and copying/tweaking existing templates, I can get you through it in one chapter.
Wa-a-ay back in Chapter 3 we looked at the possibility of the Services section sharing a
Category Group with the Products section.
I still think this is a good idea, as many businesses will offer a set of products and
services that are related to each other. Being able to show those relationships on the
website would then be valuable - to ensure that clients/users can be fully served, and
(from a business perspective) to not miss out on potential up-sell opportunities.

Content Relationships
Now I’ve gone and used the word “relationships," so I should take a moment and explain
the approach here.
ExpressionEngine has a few different ways of, generically speaking, relating content.
One way is weblogs - if two posts are in the same weblog they are inherently related.
Another way is categories. Having two posts assigned to the same category establishes
another content relationship between those two posts. You can think of two posts in the
same category as being more closely related than two posts in the same weblog but not in
the same category.
Now let's push it another way. Category groups can also be assigned to more than one
weblog. So, if two posts are in different weblogs but assigned to the same category there
is a relationship there that we can use to display those two posts on the same page. This
is the approach I’ll be assuming.
EE also allows more formal content relationships. You can review the EE documentation
for these at:
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http://expressionengine.com/docs/modules/weblog/related_entries.html
These formal relationships are also valuable, but are more advanced. I think it’s best to
get a grip on the ins and outs of categories before looking at formal relationships.
Having said all that, this chapter will only focus on getting the Services section
implemented. In the next chapter we’ll look at tying the Products and Services together
to display their relationships on the website.
OK - so here’s the overview list of what needs to happen for the Services section:
•

New Services Weblog, using existing Field Group and Category Group

•

Content entry

•

New Services Template Group

•

Template copying/tweaking

•

New section intro post in Miscellaneous Content Weblog

•

Update embeds/main_nav template

New Services Weblog
You’ve created a couple weblogs now, so I’m not going to walk through the specific
steps (you can review earlier chapters if need be). Just create your new weblog, and
name it. I’m naming mine with a Full Weblog Name of “Services” and a Short Name of
“services”.
Once your weblog exists, use the Edit Groups link to assign it a Field Group of Simple
Content and a Category Group of Products_Services.

Content Entry
Your new weblog is empty, so best to get some content in there before moving on. Even
if it’s “Greeking,” without some content you won’t really know if your templates are
working or not.
Enter about a half-dozen posts, and remember to assign each one to a category; two per
category should work well.
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New Template Group
Just like in our Products section, it makes sense, both for nicer URLs and better template
organization, to put our services templates in their own Template Group.
So create a new Template Group, and name it "services."
You can take a big shortcut here by choosing to duplicate the products Template Group
by choosing it in the drop-down labeled Duplicate an Existing Template Group?

Figure 14.1: Copying the Products Template Group for Services

Template Tweaking – Index
Now let's go through and edit these new templates to work for Services rather than
Products.
To the services/index template, I had to change the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

my_page_title variable
my_location variable
my_url_title variable
Weblog names
Link paths (change the Template Group names from products to services)
Text in the View Products text link
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Small Change of Direction - Another Custom Category Field
I also removed the category photos and line manager information. After reviewing the
results, I’ve decided that the category description I wrote for the Products just doesn’t cut
it for describing the Services. I could re-write the description, but rather than making one
description more generic I’d rather use another custom category field for describing the
Services. You may choose to do it differently.
I’ve added a custom field to the Products_Services Category Group, called
“services_description” (text area, no formatting). I’ve gone back and added a servicesspecific description to each of my existing categories. I’ve also changed out the field in
the services/index template, trading “category_description” for the new
“services_description”.

Updated Index Template Code
My services/index template code now looks like this:

Template Name: services/index

{embed="embeds/html_header" my_page_title="Services"}
<body>
<div id="content">
{embed="embeds/logo_title"}
{embed="embeds/main_nav" my_location="services"}
{embed="embeds/search_section_intros"
the_url_title="services"}
<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="embeds/latest_news"}
{embed="embeds/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
{exp:weblog:categories weblog="services"
style="linear" show_empty="yes"}
<h2
class="underline">{category_name}</h2>
<p>
{services_description}&nbsp;&nbsp;<a
href="{path=services/list}">View Services >></a>
</p>
<div style="clear:left"></div>
{/exp:weblog:categories}
</div><!-- close left side div -->
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</div><!-- close main content div -->

</div>
</body>
</html>

{embed="embeds/footer"}
<!-- close content div -->

Companion Files: Chapter_14/services_index.txt

Template Tweaking – List
To the services/list template I made the following changes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Page title
Weblog name
my_location variable
the_url_title variable
Weblog names in main weblog:category heading tag and weblog:entry tag
Link paths
Linked text
Replaced "category_description" with "services_description"
Got rid of the images, and just made linked titles

Note that you could, if you desired more content on this page, use a new custom field set
for the Services Weblog, and create a Summary field to use here. Or, similar to what we
did with the Latest Products section, use the Word Limiter plugin to pull the first 50
characters of text from the Page Body field. At this point I’m going to keep this page
simple with linked titles to each service description.
Updated List Template Code
My updated services/list template code now looks like this:

Template Name: services/list

{embed="embeds/html_header" my_page_title="Services
List{exp:weblog:category_heading weblog="services"} |
{category_name}{/exp:weblog:category_heading}"}
<body>
<div id="content">
{embed="embeds/logo_title"}
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{embed="embeds/main_nav" my_location="services"}
{embed="embeds/search_section_intros"
the_url_title="services"}
<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="embeds/latest_news"}
{embed="embeds/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
{exp:weblog:category_heading weblog="services"}
<h3>{category_name}</h3>
{if services_description}
<p><i>{services_description}</i></p>
{/if}
{/exp:weblog:category_heading}
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="services"
disable="member_data|trackbacks" orderby="title" sort="asc"}
<h2><a
href="{url_title_path=services/detail}">{title} >></a></h2>
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</div><!-- close left side div -->
</div><!-- close main content div -->
{embed="embeds/footer"}
</div>
<!-- close content div -->
</body>
</html>

Companion Files: Chapter_14/services_list.txt

Template Tweaking – Detail
To the services/detail template I made the following changes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Page title
Weblog names
my_location variable
my_url_title variable
Weblog name in the weblog:entries tag
Changed fieldset in the weblog:entries tag
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Updated Detail Template Code
Here is the updated code for the services/detail template:

Template Name: services/detail

{embed="embeds/html_header" my_page_title="Services Detail
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="services" limit="1"
disable="member_data|trackbacks|pagination" } |
{title}{/exp:weblog:entries}"}
<body>
<div id="content">
{embed="embeds/logo_title"}
{embed="embeds/main_nav" my_location="services"}
{embed="embeds/search_section_intros"
the_url_title="services"}
<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="embeds/latest_news"}
{embed="embeds/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="services"
disable="member_data|trackbacks" limit="1"}
<h2 class="underline">{title}</h2>
{page_body}
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</div><!-- close left side div -->
</div><!-- close main content div -->
{embed="embeds/footer"}
</div>
<!-- close content div -->
</body>
</html>
Companion Files: Chapter_14/services_detail.txt

New Post in Miscellaneous Content Weblog
OK, with those three templates in place, the code is now looking for a section intro to
pull with a url_title of “services”. Since that doesn’t exist, we need to publish that into
the Miscellaneous Content Weblog.
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Once that’s published and saved, if you refresh any of your services templates they
should load the new section intro.
Updating Main Navigation
Our main navigation still isn’t highlighting the Services section as active - and it’s not
hooked up to the new templates. Let’s fix that. In your embeds/main_nav template you’ll
need to update the <li> for the Services section from:
<li><a href="#" ><span>Services</span></a></li>

to:
<li><a{if '{embed:my_location}'=="services"} class="selected"{/if}
href="/index.php/services/"><span>Services</span></a></li>

A complete text version of this template can be found in the companion files:
Chapter_14/embeds/main_nav.txt
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The Results
With the services templates in place and the main navigation updated, you should be able
to refresh your site, navigate to the Services section and have it all work and navigate
correctly.

Figure 14.2: Services Index
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Figure 14.3: Services List Template Displaying Accessories Category
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Figure 14.4: Services Detail
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Chapter 15
Using Categories to Display Services Related to
Products and Vice-Versa

So in Chapter 14, we implemented the Services section of our model site and assigned
those services to the same categories as our existing products.
In this chapter, we’ll display Services related to Products on the Products category pages,
and Products related to Services on the Services category pages. Confused yet?
We’ll need two new embedded templates (one each for related products and related
services), and we’ll need to edit the two existing category templates for those sections.

New Related Services Template
This template will go on the Products category page, and pull in the Services that are
assigned to the same category as the currently-viewed Products category. The template is
a simple one, and gets saved into your “embeds” Template Group:

Template Name: embeds/related_services

<h3>Related Services</h3>
<div class="lcontent">
<ul>
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="services"
disable="categories|pagination|trackbacks|member_data|custom_fields"}
<li><a href="{url_title_path=services/detail}">{title}
>></a></li>
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</ul>
</div>

Companion Files: Chapter_15/embeds/related_services.txt
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This template is just a simple {exp:weblog:entries} tag, with as much disabled as
possible that returns an unordered list of linked titles.
But wait - don’t we need to somehow tell the tag what category we need? There is the
category parameter and we could grab the category from the URL using segments and.....
Hold on.
I’ve found that just about every time I’ve started down the path of forcing the
{exp:weblog:entries} tag to display a specific category it’s been unnecessary. Why?
Because EE is going to do it anyway.
The most important thing to note about this template is what isn’t there - and that’s the
“dynamic="off” parameter that is usually required for sidebar content to display
correctly.
In this case, we want the {exp:weblog:entries} tag to be dynamic, as then EE will
dynamically grab the category from the URL and use it to filter the list of services to just
the ones that are the same Category Group as the products being displayed.

New Related Products Template
Got it? Good. Let’s make another one - this one to pull in products that are in the same
Category Group as the Services category being displayed. Save it into your “embeds”
Template Group as well:
Template Name: embeds/related_products

<h3>Related Products</h3>
<div class="lcontent">
<ul>
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="products"
disable="categories|pagination|trackbacks|member_data|custom_fields"}
<li><a href="{url_title_path=products/detail}">{title}
>></a></li>
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</ul>
</div>

Companion Files: Chapter_15/embeds/related_products.txt
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Editing the Products Category Template
Now all we need to do is add our new embeds/related_services template into the existing
products/list template. Let’s put this new content at the top of the right column so it
won’t be missed:
<div id="right_side">
{embed="embeds/related_services"}
{embed="embeds/latest_news"}
{embed="embeds/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->

A complete text version of this template can be found in the companion files:
Chapter_15/product_list.txt

Editing the Services Category Template
And same with the existing services/list template, just embeds/related_products instead:
<div id="right_side">
{embed="embeds/related_products"}
{embed="embeds/latest_news"}
{embed="embeds/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->

A complete text version of this template can be found in the companion files:
Chapter_15/services_list.txt
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The Results
With these new templates loaded you should be able to:
•

Load the products/list template for a given category, and get related services in
the right column:

Figure 15.1 – Products Category Page Showing Related Services
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•

Load the services/list template for a given category, and get related products in
the right column:

Figure 15.2: Services Category Page Showing Related Products

I’ve seen a few posts in the ExpressionEngine forums wondering what categories were
really useful for - and I hope this shows one solid example. Being able to group and
relate content from different areas of your main navigation is often very handy to do,
essentially letting you slice your site horizontally as well as vertically. Keeping in mind
that each weblog can have multiple Category Groups assigned to it, the possibilities grow
even more.
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Chapter 16
Implementing the Weblog, Global Variables, and
Passing Variables in Variables

There are a number of ways to implement a weblog with EE. Let me explain at a high
level the approach I’m taking here and you can decide if it meets your needs or not.

Weblog Implementation Overview
Most weblogs will require a number of templates. However, depending on your
requirements and expectations of traffic to a weblog, you can make some choices that
will save you some time and trouble on the front end.
Weblogs being, well, weblogs, they usually have the following needs:
•

An index template that comes up by default, and shows the last x number of posts
with the newest at the top. If there are longer posts, often this template only
shows part of the post and has a “read more” link of some sort, which leads to
the…

•

Single-view template that shows an entire post

•

Comments template where users can respond

•

Permalink template which places this post at a specific URL that won’t change as
new content gets added to the weblog

•

Category Index - if the weblog posts are categorized, this view shows the latest
posts assigned to the desired category

•

Archive - most often this is broken down by month

•

RSS or Atom feed

That's quite a list, no?
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However - especially for weblogs like we’re building that are part of a business site
(rather than really being the entire site), we can repurpose one template to serve multiple
needs. In this tutorial we’ll accomplish the weblog implementation with three main
templates and a few new embedded templates. The three main templates will be:
•

Weblog Index. This will serve as the default index view, the category view and
the archive view

•

Weblog Comments. This will serve as the single-view, comments, and permalink
template

•

RSS feed

If you expect your blog to be quite busy, or if it will have deep archives, or if you will
want a different category view, you might consider dedicated templates for those
purposes. I prefer to start simple; so, for most clients just getting into blogs, I’ll start with
this approach and modify it later based on actual need.
Onto the build!

Create Data Structures
To begin, you’ll first need to get the EE data structures in place. You’ll need:
•

A new weblog. In my case, and in all the sample templates I’ll be providing, this
is called “weblog”. Make sure commenting is enabled – the setting is found
under Admin > Weblog Administration > Weblog Management > Edit Weblog
Comment Posting Preferences > Allow Comments in This Weblog?

•

A Field Group. I’m using the Default Field Group that installs with EE so will
have fields of Summary, Body, and Extended Text.

•

A Category Group. I created a weblog-specific Category Group called “weblog”
with categories of Company News, Industry News, and Ramblings. I entered
short descriptions for each.

•

Remember to assign the new Category Group and Field Group to the new weblog.
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Do Some Data Entry
Go ahead and make some entries in your new weblog, at least one per category. Make
sure to use all the fields so you’ll know if your templates function correctly.
Oh , and also post a new section heading type thing into your Miscellaneous Content
Weblog. Make sure it has a URL Title of “weblog.”

New Template Group
Create a new Template Group for the weblog-related templates. In a fit of sheer
creativity I've named mine "weblog".

Weblog Main Templates - Index
Here is the code for the weblog/index template. It has some higher-level EE coding in it,
so will look a bit strange.
(Note – in order to have less word-wrapping I've removed some of the formatting of the
code in these samples. The text versions in the Companion Files will retain their
formatting and might be easier to read).

Template Name: weblog/index

{assign_variable:my_weblog="weblog"}
{assign_variable:my_template_group="weblog"}
{assign_variable:my_embedded_template_group="embeds"}
{assign_variable:my_index_template=""}
{assign_variable:my_comments_template="comments"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/html_header"
my_page_title="Weblog"}
<body>
<div id="content">
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/logo_title"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/main_nav" my_location="weblog"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/search_section_intros"
the_url_title="weblog"}

<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/weblog_categories"
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the_index_template="{my_index_template}"
the_template_group="{my_template_group}" the_weblog="{my_weblog}"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/monthly_archives"
the_index_template="{my_index_template}"
the_template_group="{my_template_group}" the_weblog="{my_weblog}"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/syndicate_block"
the_template_group="{my_template_group}"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
{exp:weblog:category_heading weblog="{my_weblog}"}
<h3>Category:&nbsp;{category_name}</h3>
{if category_description}
<p>{category_description}</p>
{/if}
<div class="horizontal_rule"></div>
{/exp:weblog:category_heading}
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="{my_weblog}" orderby="date" sort="desc"
limit="15" disable="trackbacks"}
<div class="entry">
<h3><a
href="{homepage}/{my_template_group}/{my_comments_template}/{url_title}
">{title}</a></h3>
{summary}
{body}
{if extended}<p><a
href="{homepage}/{my_template_group}/{my_comments_template}/{url_title}
">Read More...</a></p>{/if}
<div class="posted">
Posted by {author} on {entry_date format='%m/%d'} at {entry_date
format='%h:%i %A'} in
{categories}
<a
href="{path={my_template_group}/{my_index_template}}">{category_name}</
a> &#8226;
{/categories}
{if allow_comments}
({comment_total}) <a
href="{homepage}/{my_template_group}/{my_comments_template}/{url_title}
#comments">Comments</a> &#8226;
{/if}
<a
href="{homepage}/{my_template_group}/{my_comments_template}/{url_title}
">Permalink</a>
</div>
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{paginate}
<div class="paginate">
<span class="pagecount">Page {current_page} of {total_pages}
pages</span> {pagination_links}
</div>
{/paginate}
</div>
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</div><!-- close left side div -->
</div><!-- close main content div -->
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/footer"}
</div>
<!-- close content div -->
</body>
</html>

Companion Files: Chapter_16/weblog_index.txt

What's up with all that {assign_variable} stuff?
Hang on – let's get through all the new templates, then we'll dig into it. Don't check out
on me – this is pretty cool stuff.

Weblog Main Templates – Comments
Here's the code for the new weblog/comments template:
Template Name: weblog/comments

{assign_variable:my_weblog="weblog"}
{assign_variable:my_template_group="weblog"}
{assign_variable:my_embedded_template_group="embeds"}
{assign_variable:my_index_template="index"}
{assign_variable:my_comments_template="comments"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/html_header" my_page_title="Weblog
| {exp:weblog:entries weblog="{my_weblog}" orderby="date" sort="desc"
limit="1"
disable="member_data|trackbacks|pagination|categories|custom_fields"}{t
itle}{/exp:weblog:entries}"}
<body>
<div id="content">
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{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/logo_title"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/main_nav" my_location="weblog"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/search_section_intros"
the_url_title="weblog"}
<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/weblog_categories"
the_index_template="{my_index_template}"
the_template_group="{my_template_group}" the_weblog="{my_weblog}"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/monthly_archives"
the_index_template="{my_index_template}"
the_template_group="{my_template_group}" the_weblog="{my_weblog}"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/syndicate_block"
the_template_group="{my_template_group}"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="{my_weblog}" orderby="date" sort="desc"
limit="1" disable="member_data|trackbacks"}
<div class="entry">
<h3>{title}</h3>
{summary}
{body}
{extended}
<div class="posted">
Posted by {author} on {entry_date format='%m/%d'} at {entry_date
format='%h:%i %A'} in
{categories}
<a
href="{path={my_template_group}/{my_index_template}}">{category_name}</
a> &#8226;
{/categories}
{if allow_comments}
({comment_total}) Comments
{/if}
</div>
</div>
{/exp:weblog:entries}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/weblog_entry_comments"
the_weblog="{my_weblog}"}
</div><!-- close left side div -->
</div><!-- close main content div -->
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{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/footer"}
</div>
<!-- close content div -->
</body>
</html>

Companion Files: Chapter_16/weblog_comments.txt

Weblog Main Templates – RSS
Make sure when you create the new template for the RSS feed, you choose RSS Page in
the Template Type drop-down. If you forget while creating the template, just click the
Preferences link for the Template Group you put it in, and change it there.
Here's the code:

Template Name: weblog/rss_2

{assign_variable:master_weblog_name="weblog"}
{exp:rss:feed weblog="{master_weblog_name}"}
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="{encoding}"?>
<rss version="2.0"
xmlns:dc=http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
xmlns:sy=http://purl.org/rss/1.0/modules/syndication/
xmlns:admin=http://webns.net/mvcb/
xmlns:rdf=http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#
xmlns:content="http://purl.org/rss/1.0/modules/content/">
<channel>
<title>{exp:xml_encode}{weblog_name}{/exp:xml_encode}</title>
<link>{weblog_url}</link>
<description>{weblog_description}</description>
<dc:language>{weblog_language}</dc:language>
<dc:creator>{email}</dc:creator>
<dc:rights>Copyright {gmt_date format="%Y"}</dc:rights>
<dc:date>{gmt_date format="%Y-%m-%dT%H:%i:%s%Q"}</dc:date>
<admin:generatorAgent rdf:resource="http://www.pmachine.com/" />
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="{master_weblog_name}" limit="10" rdf="off"
dynamic_start="on" disable="member_data|trackbacks"}
<item>
<title>{exp:xml_encode}{title}{/exp:xml_encode}</title>
<link>{title_permalink=comments}</link>
<guid>{title_permalink=comments}#When:{gmt_entry_date
format="%H:%i:%sZ"}</guid>
<description><![CDATA[{summary}{body}{extended}]]></description>
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<dc:subject>{exp:xml_encode}{categories
backspace="1"}{category_name},
{/categories}{/exp:xml_encode}</dc:subject>
<dc:date>{gmt_entry_date format="%Y-%m-%dT%H:%i:%s%Q"}</dc:date>
</item>
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</channel>
</rss>
{/exp:rss:feed}

Companion Files: Chapter_16/rss_2.txt

Load the New Embedded Templates
The weblog/index and weblog/comments templates share some right-column elements, so
I’ve pulled these out and saved them as embedded templates. Save all of these in the
same Template Group as your existing embedded templates.

Weblog Embedded Template – Weblog Categories
Here's the code for a new embedded template that will display our weblog categories.
Save this template with a name of weblog_categories.
Template Name: embeds/weblog_categories

<h3>Weblog Categories</h3>
<div class="lcontent">
<ul>
{!-- Conditional on the list item applies an active class
to the currently viewed category. --}
{exp:weblog:categories weblog="{embed:the_weblog}"
style="linear"}
<li {if
segment_3==category_url_title}class="active_cat"{/if}>
<a
href="{homepage}/{embed:the_template_group}/category/{category_url_titl
e}/">{category_name}</a>
</li>
{/exp:weblog:categories}
{!-- This conditional will only show when a category has
been selected, and allows a user to return to the default of showing
all posts on the weblog --}
{if segment_2=="category"}
<li><a
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href="{homepage}/{embed:the_template_group}/">All News Items</a></li>
{/if}
</ul>
</div>

Companion Files: Chapter_16/embeds/weblog_categories.txt

Weblog Embedded Template – Weblog Monthly Archives
Here's the code for a new embedded template that will display monthly archive links for
our weblog. Save this with a template name of monthly_archives.

Template Name: embeds/monthly_archives

<h3>Monthly Archives</h3>
<div class="lcontent">
<ul>
{exp:weblog:month_links weblog="{embed:the_weblog}"}
<li><a
href="{path="{embed:the_template_group}"}">{month}, {year}</a></li>
{/exp:weblog:month_links}
</ul>
</div>

Companion Files: Chapter_16/embeds/monthly_archives.txt

Weblog Embedded Template – Syndicate Block
Now that we'll have an RSS feed, we need the site to provide a link to it. This embedded
template will create another sidebar entry for that purpose. Save it into your embeds
Template Group with a name of syndicate_block:
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Template Name: embeds/syndicate_block

<h3>Syndicate Weblog</h3>
<div class="lcontent">
<ul>
<li><a
href="{homepage}/{embed:the_template_group}/rss_2/">RSS 2.0</a></li>
</ul>
</div>

Companion files: Chapter_16/embeds/syndicate_block.txt

Weblog Embedded Template – Entry Comments
This template displays existing comments on a weblog entry, and shows the form for
users to enter new comments. More on why I choose to embed this later. For now, save
this into your embeds Template Group with a name of weblog_entry_comments.

Template Name: embeds/weblog_entry_comments

<a name="comments"></a>
<h3>Comments</h3>
<div class="comment_entries">
{exp:comment:entries weblog="{embed:the_weblog}"}
<div class="posted">
<strong>#{count}.&nbsp;</strong>Posted by
{url_or_email_as_author} on {comment_date format="%F %d, %Y"}
</div>
<div class="comment_body">
{comment}
</div>
{/exp:comment:entries}
</div><!-- close comment entries -->
<div class="comment_form">
{exp:comment:form}
{if logged_out}
<p>
Name:<br/>
<input type="text" class="comment_textbox"
name="name" value="{name}" />
</p>
<p>
Email:<br/>
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<input type="text" class="comment_textbox"
name="email" value="{email}" />
</p>
<p>
URL:<br/>
<input type="text" class="comment_textbox"
name="url" value="{url}" />
</p>
{/if}
<p>
Comments:<br/>
<textarea name="comment" cols="60"
rows="12">{comment}</textarea>
</p>
{if logged_out}
<p><input type="checkbox" class="check"
name="save_info" value="yes" {save_info} /> Remember my personal
information</p>
{/if}
<p><input type="checkbox" class="check" name="notify_me"
value="yes" {notify_me} /> Notify me of follow-up comments?</p>
{if captcha}
<p>
Enter this word:<br/>
{captcha}
</p>
<br/>
<p>
Here:<br/>
<input type="text" name="captcha" value=""
size="20" maxlength="20" style="width:140px;" />
</p>
{/if}
<p><input type="submit" class="submit_button" name="submit"
value="Submit" /></p>
{/exp:comment:form}
</div>

Companion Files: Chapter_16/embeds/weblog_entry_comments.txt

Update Main Navigation
Now that you have a new section of the site implemented, remember to update the
embeds/main_nav template. Mine now looks like this:
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Template Name: embeds/main_nav

<div id="menu">
<div class="submit">
<ul>
<li><a{if '{embed:my_location}'=="home"}
class="selected"{/if} href="{homepage}" ><span>Home</span></a></li>
<li><a{if '{embed:my_location}'=="about"}
class="selected"{/if}
href="/index.php/site/about/"><span>About</span></a></li>
<li><a{if '{embed:my_location}'=="products"}
class="selected"{/if}
href="/index.php/products/"><span>Products</span></a></li>
<li><a{if '{embed:my_location}'=="services"}
class="selected"{/if}
href="/index.php/services/"><span>Services</span></a></li>
<li><a{if '{embed:my_location}'=="weblog"}
class="selected"{/if}
href="/index.php/weblog/"><span>Weblog</span></a></li>
<li><a href="#"><span>Contact</span></a></li>
</ul>
</div>
</div>

Companion Files: Chapter_16/embeds/main_nav.txt

Specifying Names with Global Variables
OK, with those new templates loaded you may need to make name or pathing changes
required for using them in your environment.
But don’t do that yet. I’ve made this easier, and want to explain how. First open the
weblog/index template. See where it has the following code:
{assign_variable:my_weblog="weblog"}
{assign_variable:my_template_group="weblog"}
{assign_variable:my_embedded_template_group="embeds"}
{assign_variable:my_index_template=""}
{assign_variable:my_comments_template="comments"}

What’s that all about?
These are Dynamically Assigned Global Variables. Review the EE documentation for
them at
http://expressionengine.com/docs/templates/globals/assign_variable.html
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Don’t let the “Global” world fool you, though. Like the docs state: “Variables created
this way are available for use anywhere within that template.”
Essentially you can think of these as “text-replacement” variables. As EE parses the
template, it will store the text you specify in the “assign_variable” statement, and then
anywhere it runs into that variable name in the rest of the code template, EE will swap
out the variable name for the text. For example, we’ve specified “embeds” as the value
for “my_embedded_template_group”. Later in the template, when EE finds:
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/logo_title"}

EE will substitute the text we specified and see that line of code as:
{embed="embeds/logo_title"}

Got it?
Cool.
Why did I use them? Two reasons:
•

First, to make it easier for you to move these templates into your environment.
Rather than having to edit several lines of code, now you can just make the
change in one spot and the rest of the template will use that updated variable
value.

•

To get you thinking about more advanced coding methods like this. Depending
on your specific EE project, using things like Global Variables can make it easier
to get your work done by centralizing templates that do the same thing but for
different areas of your site.

So, take a moment now and edit the values of those variables in both the weblog/index
and weblog/comments templates, where appropriate. Once saved, the templates should
load and function properly.

Building Links Using a Combination of Variables
With the Global Variables in place, now it’s possible to build links using a combination
of true Global Variables, template Global Variables, and content from a weblog entry.
Consider this link:
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<a
href="{homepage}/{my_template_group}/{my_comments_template}/{url_title}
">Read More...</a>

Passing Global Variables to Embedded Templates
OK, take a deep breath. This will be the most complex part of this chapter, and possibly
this entire tutorial series. Go do some carbo-loading if need be. Ready? OK.
Here’s the situation. The weblog/index and weblog/comments templates know some
things that the embedded templates also need to know. The embedded templates are
building the navigation to the category and archive views of our weblog, which will use
the weblog/index template for presentation. The weblog templates know the name of the
weblog needed, the name of the weblog/index template and what Template Group it’s in,
because we’ve specified those items as Global Variables. But we have embedded
templates that will also need that information.
What to do? Well, we could just copy our “assign_variable” code from the weblog
templates to the embedded templates. But that’s not very elegant, and increases the
number of places to make edits if those values change.
The other alternative is to combine Global Variables with Embedded Variables. This
way, the variable is specified in the weblogs templates, and then passed into the
embedded template for use there.
Now just stop and think about this for a minute.
What we’ll end up with is an embedded template that builds, for example, links to
weblog categories. But the weblog name of where the categories come from, along with
the location of the templates it needs to link to, are variables.
What’s this mean?
You will now have a little “category-link-builder” that you could re-use across different
parts of a site, even when the weblog is different or the template it’s linking to is
different.
I’ve used this approach on Boyink.com where I have four main weblogs (the business
blog, Jeep, Bantam, and Photos). On each of them I wanted category navigation for the
bottom of the page. With this approach I have one embedded template that builds that
category navigation, and I just send it the necessary weblog name and template names it
needs to link to.
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Then, for example, when I wanted to pull category descriptions in addition to the
category name, all I had to do was edit that one embedded template’s code, and voila - all
four weblogs instantly see the update.
So how to do this? The trick to remember is that in order to pass a Global Variable to an
embedded template you have to change its name on the way. For example, in our
weblog/index template we have:
{assign_variable:my_weblog="weblog"}

While passing it to the embedded template (category navigation builder), the variable
gets its name changed to “the_weblog”:
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/weblog_categories"
the_index_template="{my_index_template}"
the_template_group="{my_template_group}" the_weblog="{my_weblog}"}

Then in the embedded template, the new name is used:
{exp:weblog:categories weblog="{embed:the_weblog}" style="linear"}

Also note that formatting with quotes, etc., is very picky and particular while doing this.
OK- breathe easy. The hardest part is over.
Again, to summarize, with these templates you should be able to load them up, edit the
Global Variables to reflect what you’ve named both the templates and your Template
Groups (make sure to edit both the weblog/index and weblog/comments templates) and,
once saved, the weblog should function.

The Comments Form
Let’s take a look at the comments form now. You might be wondering why, since I have
only one weblog single view/permalink/comments template, why I choose to embed the
part of the page that actually displays the comments (the embedded template called
“weblog_entry_comments").
Mainly because it makes the weblog/comments template a bit shorter and cleaner, and it
sets you up well for use with multiple weblogs. Ever since building Boyink.com in this
fashion - where I wanted to have a centralized comments form for use by four different
weblogs - I’ve been doing it this way. Comments are a bit of a pain to layout and style,
so only doing it once for multiple weblogs is a nice way to go.
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Lesse...what else is there with this chapter. Oh yea…

Highlighted Category Navigation
Just for fun I used URL Segments along with conditionals to apply an active class to the
currently viewed category.
Let’s look at that code again:

Template Name: embeds/weblog_categories

<h3>Weblog Categories</h3>
<div class="lcontent">
<ul>
{!-- Conditional on the list item applies an active class to
the currently viewed category. --}
{exp:weblog:categories weblog="{embed:the_weblog}"
style="linear"}
<li {if
segment_3==category_url_title}class="active_cat"{/if}>
<a
href="{homepage}/{embed:the_template_group}/{embed:the_index_template}/
category/{category_url_title}/">{category_name}</a>
</li>
{/exp:weblog:categories}
{!-- This conditional will only show when a category has been
selected, and allows a user to return to the default of showing all
posts on the weblog --}
{if segment_2=="category"}
<li><a
href="{homepage}/{embed:the_template_group}/{embed:the_index_template}/
">All News Items</a></li>
{/if}
</ul>
</div>

All this does is compare the third URL segment (which displays the category URL Title
for the currently viewed category) to the category_url_title of each category returned by
the {exp:weblog:categories} tag. When the condition is true, the class of “active_cat” is
applied to that category name.
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Note that if your URL structure is different (or if EE is installed, a directory down from
the root) you may need to change what segment the code looks at.
Also, I’ve used another conditional to display an All News Items link under the category
list. This will only display if a category has been chosen. Not a big deal - it just flags the
user that they are looking at a category view and provides a link that’s a bit more clear
than remembering to click the Weblog main navigation item.

Monthly Archives
Aside from our trickery with the variables, the archive links are built using a
straightforward implementation of the {exp:weblog:month_links} tag.

RSS Template
The RSS template is also a straightforward copy/tweak of the template that EE installs
with. I did make the changes required for it to display HTML.

Zzzzzzzz
Still with me? This was a big chapter, but one with some valuable concepts for
developing websites in EE.
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The Results
At the end of this chapter you should have a working Weblog section on your site, with
the ability to leave comments, view categorized pages, archives, and have a working RSS
feed.

Figure 16.1: Weblog Index
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Figure 16.2: Weblog Index Template in Category Mode
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Figure 16.3: RSS Feed Displaying in Firefox
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Figure 16.4: Weblog Single View with Comments Form
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Chapter 17
Implementing the Latest News Sidebar Widget, a
Contact Form, and the Search Engine

In this chapter we'll round out the rest of the site by implementing these remaining
pieces.

Sidebar Latest News
This really should have been part of the Weblog implementation in Chapter 15, but that
chapter was long enough already and it just didn't fit in.
The goal with this sidebar widget is to do two things:
•

Allow a client to update several pages or sections of the site by the publishing of
one post. This is one of the great advantages and “sells” of a system like EE - the
finished site can not only be updated by an end client but the process is simple
and updates are leveraged through reuse across the site.

•

Give greater prominence to the most updated/freshest part of the site. From a user
perspective you are helping them easily find the latest and greatest content by
bubbling it to the Home page and every other section of the site.

Implementation here is pretty straight-forward. You’ll need to edit your existing
placeholder embeds/latest_news template to add the code I’ll give you. You’ll need to
tweak the paths and category parameters and then save the updated template.

Tweak the Template
Let’s look at the code here as we’re doing something a bit new:
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Template Name: embeds/latest_news

<h3>Latest news</h3>
<div class="lcontent">
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="weblog" dynamic="off" limit="1"
category="7" disable="pagination|trackbacks|member_data"}
<p>
<strong>{entry_date format='%m/%d'%y'} : {title} </strong>
{exp:word_limit
total="30"}{exp:html_strip}{body}{/exp:html_strip}{/exp:word_limit}&nbs
p;
<a href="{url_title_path=weblog/comments }">more >></a>
</p>
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</div>

Companion Files: Chapter_17/embeds/latest_news.txt

Overall this is a pretty straightforward use of the workhorse {exp:weblog:entries} tag.
Note the dynamic="off" parameter again used so that EE will ignore the current URL
when building the results for this tag.
The important parameter here is the “category=7”. This limits the results of this tag to
just entries in that specific category, which happens to be the Company News category
for me.
You can either remove this parameter to display all weblog posts, or change it to reflect
the category ID of your Company News category. You can find that ID by visiting the
Category Management interface for your Weblog Category Group in the Control Panel.
If you click the Add/Edit Categories link for your group, the ID’s will appear at the left of
the list.
You’ll also need to change the link to reflect the names of your Template Group and
weblog/comments template, if you've named them differently than I have in this tutorial.
Note that I’m again using some of the plugins we covered in Chapter 13 to format the
Latest Products sidebar content.
Once you’ve made your tweaks, save the template and re-visit your site. The new
dynamic content should appear (this is always one of those moments I really enjoy
working with EE - one saved template and most of the pages on my site are now updated
showing real content).
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Figure 17.1: About Page Showing Latest News in Sidebar

The Contact Form
Most business sites will want, in the very least, a simple contact form and EE can handle
that with out-of-the-box functionality. If your needs are more advanced—wanting to
save form submissions in a database table, more advanced error checking, user messages,
etc. - then you’ll want to look into the popular FreeForm module from Solspace, which
can be found on the web at:
http://www.solspace.com/software/detail/freeform/
Note: the Email Module isn’t available in the Core version of EE, so if you’re following
along in Core you’ll have to skip this step.
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Here’s what you’ll need to do to get a basic contact us form working with EE code:
•
•
•
•
•

Turn on the Email Module
Copy my Contact Us template
Tweak the template
Update your main navigation
Test

Turn On the Email Module
The contact form requires the EE Email Module, which isn’t installed by default. To
install it, visit the Modules tab in the EE Control Panel, and the Email Module will show
up around #4. Click the Install link to enable the Email Module.

Figure 17.2: Modules Tab Showing Installed Email Module

The Contact Us Template Code
Here is the code for the site/contact template. This template should be created in your
main site Template Group:
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Template Name: site/contact

{assign_variable:my_embedded_template_group="embeds"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/html_header"
my_page_title="Contact"}
<body>
<div id="content">
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/logo_title"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/main_nav"
my_location="contact"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/search_section_intros"
the_url_title="contact"}
<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/latest_news"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
{exp:email:contact_form user_recipients="false"
recipients="youraddress@yourdomain.com" charset="utf-8"
return="{homepage}|Home Page"}
<h2 class="underline">Contact Us</h2>
<p>
<label for="from">Your
Email:</label><br />
<input type="text" id="from"
name="from" size="40" maxlength="35" />
</p>
<p>
<label
for="subject">Subject:</label><br />
<input type="text" id="subject"
name="subject" size="40" value="Contact Form" />
</p>
<p>
<label
for="message">Message:</label><br />
<textarea id="message"
class="textarea" name="message" rows="18" cols="40"></textarea>
</p>
{if captcha}
<p>Please enter the word you see in
the image below:</p>
<p>{captcha}<br />
<input type="text" name="captcha"
value="" maxlength="20" /></p>
{/if}
<p><input name="submit"
class="submit_button" type='submit' value='Send Email' /></p>
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{/exp:email:contact_form}
</div><!-- close left side div -->
</div><!-- close main content div -->
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/footer"}
</div>
<!-- close content div -->
</body>
</html>

Companion Files: Chapter_17/contact.txt

Tweak the Template
You’ll need to edit the “assign variable” at the top of the template to specify the name of
your embedded Template Group, if it's not "embeds."
You’ll also need to make some changes to the opening {exp:email:contact_form} tag. Put
the email address you want to receive the email in the “recipients” parameter.

Update Main Navigation
You’ll now need to edit your main navigation embedded template. Here’s what mine
looks like now:
Template Name: embeds/main_nav

<div id="menu">
<div class="submit">
<ul>
<li><a{if '{embed:my_location}'=="home"}
class="selected"{/if} href="{homepage}" ><span>Home</span></a></li>
<li><a{if '{embed:my_location}'=="about"}
class="selected"{/if}
href="/index.php/about/"><span>About</span></a></li>
<li><a{if '{embed:my_location}'=="products"}
class="selected"{/if}
href="/index.php/products/"><span>Products</span></a></li>
<li><a{if '{embed:my_location}'=="services"}
class="selected"{/if}
href="/index.php/services/"><span>Services</span></a></li>
<li><a{if '{embed:my_location}'=="weblog"}
class="selected"{/if}
href="/index.php/weblog/"><span>Weblog</span></a></li>
<li><a{if '{embed:my_location}'=="contact"}
class="selected"{/if}
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href="/index.php/contact/"><span>Contact</span></a></li>
</ul>
</div>
</div>

Companion Files: Chapter_17/embeds/main_nav.txt

Test the Form
Load the form in your browser, and give it a whirl. If the email doesn’t come through,
try sending yourself an email using the Communicate tab of the Control Panel. If still no
go, you might need to visit the email configuration section found at CP Home > Admin >
System Preferences > Email Configuration, and have a conversation with your webhost
about which email protocol to use. With Boyink.com on EngineHosting, I’m using the
PHP mail option successfully.

CAPTCHAs for Contact Us Form
The template provided has the code for CAPTCHAs, but you have to enable them before
they’ll show up.
The setting is also found on the Email Configuration screen of the Control Panel. Set
Enable CAPTCHAs for Tell-a-Friend and Contact Emails to Yes. And remember, they
won’t show for you while you are logged in.
I’ve found it easiest to debug/test CAPTCHAs by being logged in one browser (usually
Firefox) and logged out in another browser (usually IE). This way you can make
template tweaks and see the changes without constantly having to log in and out.
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Figure 17.3: Contact Form

Search Engine Caveats
And for my final trick...hooking up the EE search engine. But first, some caveats.
EE’s supplied search engine doesn’t function like high-end search engines in that it
doesn’t roll through your site, looking at and indexing your rendered pages. In my mind I
think of that as an “outside-in” search, where a spider would just see your site as a
collection of HTML pages as it comes out in the browser.
EE’s search is more of an “inside-out” approach, where it searches at the database level
first then, when it finds a match, needs to be told where that database content is supposed
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to show up on the site. Because of this there are some inherent limitations that will affect
your results:
•

Content that is re-used will not get multiple hits. For example - if your search
contained words that were contained in the Latest News sidebar we created above,
an outside-in search engine would return hits for every page/section on the site.
EE’s inside-out search engine will return one hit, mapped to the
weblog/comments template for that weblog entry.

•

Content in our Miscellaneous Content Weblog cannot be searched. We’ve used
this weblog to hold snippets of text that get reused around the site, but they don’t
have a “home template” for us to map EE to, so it’s best to exclude them from the
search.

•

Category content cannot be searched. EE 1.6.1 has increased category
capabilities with its category custom fields, but anything stored at the category
level isn’t currently included in the search.

Hooking Up the Search Engine
Let’s again implement the native EE search engine, and you can decide if it meets your
needs or not. To fully implement the search function, you’ll need to:
•

Update your embeds/search_section_intros template to include the EE Simple
Search Form tags.

•

Create a new Template Group for the search related templates.

•

Create a template that loads when there are no results.

•

Create a template to display results.

Updating the Search and Section Intro Template
In your embeds Template Group, you should have a template called
search_section_intros that contains the code for the search box & submit button. Here is
the new code for that template:
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Template Name: embeds/search_section_intros

<div id="subheader">
<div class="rside">
<div class="padding">
<div id="search">
{exp:search:simple_form
weblog="about|home|products|services|weblog"
no_result_page="search/noresults" result_page="search/index"
search_in="everywhere"}
<p>
<input type="text" name="keywords"
id="keywords" value="" size="20" maxlength="250" class="text" />
<input type="submit" value=""
class="btn1" />
</p>
{/exp:search:simple_form}
</div>
</div>
</div>
<div class="lside">
<div class="padding">
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="misc_content" limit="1"
dynamic="off" disable="categories|trackbacks|member_data|pagination"
url_title="{embed:the_url_title}" }
{page_body}
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</div>
</div>
</div>

Companion Files: Chapter_17/embeds/search_section_intros.txt

Search Notes
With this code we are using the EE Simple Search Form tags. You can review the
Simple Search documentation at:
http://expressionengine.com/docs/modules/search/simple.html
There is also an Advanced Search tag set if you want to offer users the ability for more
targeted searches.
The parameters you’ll need to tweak are the names of the weblogs, and the names of the
no results and results templates - which we’ll load next. The other parameter you can
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look at is the “search_in”. I’ve set it to "everywhere" since we have comments on this
site.
The important thing to remember when integrating the EE Simple Search Form tags with
an existing design is that the style can be provided by the design through the use of the
name and class parameters, but EE needs the “name=keywords” to stay.
OK - save the updated code in that template and let’s load up the results and no results
templates.

Create a Search Template Group
Your installation of EE might include a Template Group for search templates already. If
so, keep the group and just rename all existing templates (I don't like to delete the default
ones as they are often valuable for grabbing code snippets from).
To rename templates, select the Template Group, then click the Preferences link in the
center column. I usually just preface existing names with "zz_" so they will sort to the
bottom.
EE will not let you rename the search/index template, so if you want to save a copy of
that one you will have to go through the process of creating a new template and copying
the existing search/index template. We will be using the index template to display results
so this is a good idea to do.

No Results Template
For these I typically just create a dedicated template, but again use the Miscellaneous
Content Weblog as a source for the messages that are displayed. This approach lets my
clients control those messages easily. So to get this working we need to:
•
•
•

Load and tweak the no results template
Create two new entries in the Miscellaneous Content Weblog
Test

Copy the No Results Template
Here's the code for the search/noresults template:
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Template Name: search/noresults

{assign_variable:my_embedded_template_group="embeds"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/html_header" my_page_title="Search
| No Results"}
<body>
<div id="content">
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/logo_title"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/main_nav"
my_location=""}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/search_section_intros"
the_url_title="please-try-again"}
<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/latest_news"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
{exp:weblog:entries weblog="misc_content"
disable="pagination|categories|member_data|trackbacks" url_title="noresults" dynamic="off"}
<h2 class="underline">{title}</h2>
{page_body}
{/exp:weblog:entries}
</div><!-- close left side div -->
</div><!-- close main content div -->
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/footer"}
</div>
<!-- close content div -->
</body>
</html>

Companion Files: Chapter_17/noresults.txt

Create New Miscellaneous Content Entries
The new search/noresults template assumes two new entries:
•

The section intro entry that appears next to the search bar in the green area. This
entry needs a URL Title of “please-try-again.” Enter some text and save.
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•

The Page Body content. The entry needs a URL Title of no-results. Enter some
sort of sympathetic “we’re sorry” text and save.

Note that this template doesn’t exist in the main navigation for the site, so I’m passing an
empty string to the main navigation for the location value. This ensures that the main
navigation isn’t “lit up” for this template.

Test
You should now be able to test your no results operation. Re-visit your site, refresh the
page to ensure you’ve got the latest, and enter in a non-sensical search term that you
know doesn’t appear on the site. You should get the new search/noresults template as a
result, with the messages you created in the Miscellaneous Content Weblog:
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Figure 17.4: No Results Template

Search Results
With the no results handled, let’s move on now to the search results. We’ll be using the
Search Results tag, but implementing it in a vastly simplified fashion that just feels better
for this site. You can review the documentation for the Search Results tag at:
http://expressionengine.com/docs/modules/search/results.html

Our process here will be:
•

Editing the search/index template
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•

Creating a “results found” entry in the Miscellaneous Content Weblog

•

Going through our weblog configurations, making sure the search results path is
specified, and the excerpt field is specified

Edit the Search Template Group Index Template
Here’s the code for this template:
Template Name: search/index
{assign_variable:my_embedded_template_group="embeds"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/html_header" my_page_title="Search
| Results"}
<body>
<div id="content">
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/logo_title"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/main_nav"
my_location=""}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/search_section_intros"
the_url_title="results-found"}
<div id="maincontent">
<div id="right_side">
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/latest_news"}
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/latest_products"}
</div><!-- close right_side -->
<div id="left_side">
<h2 class="underline">
{exp:search:total_results} Result(s) for {exp:search:keywords}</h2>
<ul>
{exp:search:search_results
switch="resultRowTwo|resultRowOne"}
<li class="search_results"><b><a
href="{auto_path}">{title}</a></b> from
<em>{weblog}</em><br/>{excerpt}<br/></li>
{/exp:search:search_results}
</ul>
</div><!-- close left side div -->
</div><!-- close main content div -->
{embed="{my_embedded_template_group}/footer"}
</div>
<!-- close content div -->
</body>
</html>
Companion Files: Chapter_17/search_index.txt
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Paste that into your new template, and tweak any names/paths necessary for your
installation.

Section Intro
By now you should be able to look at the template code and realize that it's going to be
looking for a section intro from the Miscellaneous Content Weblog.
So go ahead and publish one, this time with a URL Title of results-found.

Search-Specific Variables
You’ll note that we have a couple new variables being displayed on this template - one
for total hits and one that displays the keywords that were passed to the search:
{exp:search:total_results}

Result(s) for {exp:search:keywords}

You’ll also note that each result has a couple of variables in each list item - and these we
need to look at more closely:
<li class="search_results"><b><a href="{auto_path}">{title}</a></b>
from <em>{weblog}</em><br/>{excerpt}<br /></li>

First let’s tackle the {auto_path}.
This variable is where EE holds that mapping of database content to template location I
spoke of earlier. If you look at the documentation for this variable you’ll see that it’s set
in Admin > Weblog Administration > Weblog Management > Edit Weblog Path Settings
> Search Results URL.
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Figure 17.5: Editing Weblog Preferences to Set Search Results URL

So let me provide you a table of how I’ve setup each weblog for this tutorial, and its
Search Results URL setting. Note that you can use the {homepage} variable – handy for
sites that get constructed at a temporary URL, then moved once they go live. Using the
{homepage} variable here will prevent you from having to revisit these paths during the
go-live process.

Weblog

Search Results URL

About

{homepage}/site/about/

Homepage

{homepage}/site/

Products

{homepage}/products/detail/

Services

{homepage}/services/detail/

Weblog

{homepage}/weblog/comments/

Figure 17.6: Table Showing Weblog Search Results URL Settings

Basically - where the section is configured with single-view templates I link to them. If
there is no single-view template, I link to the multi-entry view - knowing that when the
search results are formatted EE will append on the URL Title which will have the effect
of making the multi-view template display only the one entry.
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Now let’s tackle the {excerpt} variable. This is also a per-weblog setting, and is found in
Weblog Administration > Weblog Management > Administrative Settings > Which Field
Should Be Used for Search Excerpt?

Figure 17.7: Setting the Search Excerpt

Typically I just pick the field that will, on average, have the most content for that
weblog. For our weblogs above it’s the Page Body field for the Home and About pages,
the Description field for Products and Services and the Body field for the Weblog.
With those configurations saved you should be able to use your search engine with terms
that you know appear in the content, and get results. The results should have links that
take you to that entry on the site, using the template you’ve specified.
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Figure 17.8: Search Results

Keep In Mind
Keep in mind that, on the search results template, you can use conditionals and “nearly
all” of the variables, etc. from the {weblog:entries} tag - in addition to plug ins, etc. I’ve
built more complex search results templates with these extra tools that in the end
performed a bit better than the defaults - but at least you know have a starting point.

Are Your Fields Searchable?
Not seeing the results you expect?
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Here’s another thing to remember: each field in EE is configurable to be searchable or
not. Now would be a good time to run through all your fields and make sure they are
configured properly. The setting can be found in Admin > Weblog Administration >
Field Groups > Custom Fields. Choose your Field Group, then your field. Scroll down
to where it says Is Field Searchable? and make sure that it’s set to Yes.

Figure 17.9: Custom Field Settings to Set Searchable Property

Updating the Footer
Oh - one small change I hadn’t noted anywhere. Now that the site’s main sections are
fully implemented, you can go back to the Miscellaneous Content entry that’s holding
your footer content and update the links. I got rid of the links to the HTML and CSS
validator in order to make room to replicate the main navigation with text links:

Figure 17.9: Updated Footer
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You've Come A Long Way, Baby!
With these latest changes, you should have a fully functional small business website
implemented on ExpressionEngine 1.6.1.
Here's what you should have learned by making it all the way through this tutorial:
•

That any design can be powered with EE – giving you complete control over the
visuals without worrying if EE can "do that".

•

How to chunk up HTML for integrating into EE – taking advantage of embedded
templates for easier code maintenance.

•

How to organize Template Groups and Templates for semantic URLs – letting
you apply good SEO techniques for your clients.

•

How to store page content in weblog posts – which will allow your clients to
maintain their content without having to mess around in the presentational code.

•

How to use categories – letting you organize content into deeper levels in areas of
your site to accommodate product catalogs, etc.

•

How to use custom category fields – letting you use Categories more often for
more extended purposes for better content organization on the site.

•

How to relate content together using Categories – letting you present content
alternatives and upsell opportunities on client sites.

•

How to use EE Global Variables and Embedded variables to make your coding
life easier.

•

How to implement at Contact form to allow site visitors to contact your clients.

•

How to implement a search engine so site visitors can find what they are looking
for.
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Have Questions?
If you have questions around any of the coding or concepts presented in this book don't
hesitate to visit the Train-ee support forums at:
http://www.train-ee.com/courseware/forums/
Support Notes
Please keep the following in mind however:
•

The Train-ee support forums are intended to help with questions around issues
directly with the EE coding and approaches used this book.

•

If you've purchased this book somewhere besides directly from Train-ee.com you
won't be able to see the Train-ee forums automatically. Just register on Trainee.com and shoot an email to access@train-ee.com (including your username) and
I'll get you fixed up with access to the forums.

•

The Train-ee support forums are not intended for general design and HTML
issues coming up as a result of wanting to customize the design template featured
in this book (like adding a graphic logo in place of the text-based site name in the
page header).

•

ExpressionEngine questions not directly related to the content of this book should
be posted in the appropriate section of the ExpressionEngine support forums:
http://expressionengine.com/forums/

Thanks!
Thank you ever so much for purchasing this book – and please stay tuned to Train-ee for
some of the other EE training that's in development.

Michael Boyink
Principal
Train-ee.com
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